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n  Earnings are on the right path. While talk 
of a “double-dip” recession slowly gains trac-
tion, freight transportation companies are not 
reflecting that sentiment based on the early 
innings of second quarter earnings. Class I rail 
carrier CSX and intermodal titan J.B. Hunt, 
among others, reported excellent Q2 earnings 
performance, supported by steady volume 
growth and solid pricing gains. Unlike last 
year at this time, when companies pointed 
to a significant inventory re-build for strong 
earnings performance that led to strong first 
half volumes and an earlier Peak Season, 
carriers said things are on a more traditional 
path this year.

n  Box squeeze. After the critical short-
ages of containers last year, production has 
picked up again, but high container prices 
and a tight ratio of containers to vessel slots 
will continue to constrain the availability 
of boxes. According to the Container Cen-
sus—Annual Survey and Forecast of Global 
Container Units, a new report from Drewry 
Maritime Research, shippers have another 
reason to be concerned. At the end of 2010, 
the global fleet of containers exceeded $90 
billion in replacement value for the first time, 
according to the report. “If capacity is more 
tightly controlled by the container manufac-
turing sector than in the past, it will likely 
result in higher new container prices,” said 
Andrew Foxcroft an analyst who contributed 
to the Drewry report.

n  Ceridian-UCLA Pulse of Commerce Index is 
up 1.0. Evidence regarding the uneven eco-
nomic recovery remains apparent, according 
to the most recent results of the June edition 
of the Ceridian-UCLA Pulse of Commerce 
Index (PCI) Index. The PCI was up 1.0 percent 
in June, following consecutive declines in April 
and May. Data for the PCI is accumulated by 
analyzing Ceridian’s electronic card payment 
data that captures the location and volume of 
diesel fuel being purchased by trucking com-
panies. This was the second month in 2011 that 
the index showed growth. On an annual basis, 
June was up 2.0 percent and May was flat, 

marking the first time in 16 months the PCI did 
not see annual growth. 

n  FedEx takes to the seas. FedEx subsid-
iary FedEx Trade Networks, the company’s 
global trade arm, is taking steps to augment 
its ocean freight forwarding services in the 
form of a new Ocean Choices portfolio the 
company introduced last month. FedEx said 
this portfolio enables shippers to choose and 
implement the ocean service that best meets 
their specific supply chain needs. These new 
services include: traditional freight forward-
ing service to and from major worldwide 
networks; speed-to-market ocean shipping 
services; and ocean delivery services for less-
than-container load (LCL) and full-container-
load (FCL) cargo that moves freight in and out 
of the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach 
from origins in Yantian/Shenzen, Shanghai, 
and Hong Kong.

n  Trade promise kept. News that the U.S. and 
Mexican governments have finally inked a 
memorandum of understanding on a new 
cross-border trucking program was per-
ceived to be good for American shippers. The 
National Association of Manufacturers was 
among the first industry groups to applaud 
this move, noting that by bringing the U.S. 
into compliance with our North American 
Free Trade Agreement commitments, ship-
pers will face far fewer retaliatory tariffs on 
hundreds of products now being exported 
to this vital trading partner. While most 
multinationals will continue to rely on exist-
ing pipeline partners in distant parts of the 
world, having a manufacturing base and 
educated labor pool in this hemisphere repre-
sents a significant element of risk mitigation, 
trade analysts added.

n  SaaS soars. Worldwide Software-as-a Ser-
vice (SaaS) revenue is forecast to reach $12.1 
billion in 2011, a 20.7 percent increase from 
2010 revenue of $10 billion, according to ana-
lyst firm Gartner. The SaaS-based delivery will 
experience healthy growth through 2015, when 
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worldwide revenue is projected to reach $21.3 
billion. Gartner defines SaaS as software that 
is owned, delivered, and managed remotely by 
one or more providers. The provider delivers an 
application based on a single set of common 
code and data definitions, which is consumed 
in a one-to-many model by all contracted cus-
tomers anytime on a pay-for-use basis or as a 
subscription based on use metrics. “After more 
than a decade of use, adoption of SaaS contin-
ues to grow and evolve within the enterprise 
application markets,” said Tom Eid, research 
vice president at Gartner. 

n  Port Tracker report calls for flat summer 
growth. Import cargo volumes at major U.S. 
container ports are expected to remain at the 
same levels they were at a year ago this sum-
mer with subsequent increases in the fall, 
according to the monthly Port Tracker report 
by the National Retail Federation (NRF) and 
Hackett Associates. The report said that the 
first half of 2011 is estimated at 1.31 million 
TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units) for a 7.2 
percent increase over June 2010, which is 
down less than 1 percent from May’s estimate. 
Port Tracker previously called for 6.2 percent 
annual growth for all of 2011, and the most 
recent report stated that this estimate remains 
“realistic.” 

n  Farewell old trucks. The Port of Long Beach, 
which has been promoting free market solu-
tions to address air pollution concerns for some 
time, began banning an older group of trucks 
not originally included in the port’s Clean Trucks 
Program. Since it began in 2008, the award-
winning Clean Trucks Program has decreased 
drayage truck related pollution by 80 percent, 
two years ahead of schedule. Significantly, this 
was done without union coercion or their would-
be organizers. About 500 “Class 7” trucks will 
be barred from working at the port. Beginning 
in 2008, the Clean Trucks Program has required 
the trucking industry to switch to newer, low-
emission Class 8, heavy-duty trucks for ship-
ping containers in and out of the port complex. 
Today, more than 10,000 clean trucks, meeting 
stringent 2007 federal emission standards, ser-

vice the port accounting for 93 percent of the 
container traffic

n  BTS Index trending down. The DOT’s Bureau 
of Transportation Statistics (BTS) reported that 
its Freight Transportation Services Index (TSI) 
dropped 1.8 percent from April to May, following a 
1.0 percent decrease and a 1.9 percent increase, 
respectively, the previous two months. The BTS 
said that the May Freight TSI at 105.6 is up 12 per-
cent from the recent low of 94.3 in April 2009, which 
was its lowest level since July 1997. May’s Freight 
TSI is down 6.8 percent from its historic peak of 
113.3 in January 2005.The May Freight TSI is up 1.4 
year-over-year, but remains below the early reces-
sion level of May 2008 and the most recent May 
high of 111.9 in 2006, according to the BTS.

n  3PL/shipper collaboration more critical than 
ever. In an interview with Logistics Mangement, 
CEVA Logistics CEO John Pattullo said that 
when working with shippers, 3PLs must con-
tinue to focus on control and visibility across 
the supply chain. “Shippers with very long and 
complex supply chains always need to know 
where their goods are all the way through their 
logistics processes, and that is especially what 
we’re hearing from large customers getting 
involved in global manufacturing,” he said. Pat-
tullo cited how manufacturing operations are 
looking for stable performance and predictable 
outputs, and shippers expect the same thing 
from their logistics providers.

n  Tague to replace Suggs. Non-asset based 
third party logistics (3PL) and transportation 
services provider Greatwide Logistics Services 
announced that John Tague has been named to 
succeed Leo Suggs as CEO. Suggs will remain 
in his role as Greatwide chairman, according to 
company officials. Tague comes to Greatwide 
from United Airlines, where he served as presi-
dent and was responsible for all airline man-
agement functions. In eight years at United, he 
served in various roles, including chief operat-
ing officer and chief revenue officer. Suggs, the 
former president of UPS Freight, joined Great-
wide as executive chairman in 2009 and took on 
the CEO role in 2010. 
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TRANSPORTATION BEST PRACTICES & TRENDS 

2011 Ocean Shipping Roundtable:
Resetting strategy

Last year, shippers were concerned that 
they would be scrambling for capacity as the 
recovering economy generated cargo demand—
but that scenario failed to play out. With vestiges 
of the recession still lingering, it’s the carriers 
who are back in the war room.

SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS  TECHNOLOGY 

Wireless Update: Moving at the speed of light
Logistics professionals are certainly moving 
toward mobile applications to improve overall 
supply chain operations, but just how fast is it 
happening? Our technology correspondent gives 
us a reality check. 

GLOBAL LOGISTICS

Near-Shoring/Right-Shoring Strategies: 
Weighing the risks of global sourcing

As more attention is being paid to volatility in 
the supply chain, many shippers are reassessing 
their global sourcing and distribution strategies. 
Will multinationals retreat to a hemispheric, near-
shoring model or opt for a hybrid that maintains 
an international component?

WAREHOUSE/DC MANAGEMENT

Workforce metamorphosis
Our warehouse/DC engineer explains how 
successful labor management goes beyond the 
installation of software and then takes us inside 
an implementation process to see how one major 
retailer uses its program as a tool for continuous 
process improvements—with multi-layered 
benefits.
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28th ANNUAL QUEST FOR QUALITY

Held in high esteem
Which carriers and third-party logistics 

providers are held in high esteem in terms of 
service performance? Our readers have cast 

their votes, and now it’s time to reveal the 
winners of the coveted Quest for Quality Awards.
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Rising out of the 
doldrums
Shippers should be bracing for 
higher rates and tighter capacity 
as LTL carriers get smarter and 
more sophisticated during the 
recovery.70S

V I r T uA L  C O n f e r e n C e

Winning in the global arena
Logistics Management and Supply Chain Management 
Review joined forces on this virtual conference 
designed to help companies succeed in the global 
marketplace. A great series of educational sessions 
and speakers address critical topics like how to work 
more effectively with your global 3pL providers and 
how to accurately track shipments through the supply 
chain. 

“Winning in the global arena” will feature a keynote 
presentation on managing global supply chain risk. In 
addition, attendees can visit our “virtual booths” to 
obtain valuable information on supply chain products 
and services.

Now on demand

Go to: www.supplychainvirtualevents.com

CSA 2010 Virtual Roundtable: 
Untangling the Beast
CSA 2010 is in full effect and 
the compliance landscape 
is now even more difficult to 
navigate. Join Group editorial 
Director Michael Levans and 
top government and logistics 
industry players as they explain 
what CSA 2010 really means to 
your operations.

e d U C At i o N A l  W e B C A S t

qUARteRly tRANSPoRtAtioN MARket UPdAte

www.logisticsmgmt.com/CSA2010

webcast: august 31, 2011 • 2:00 PM eDt
10 Proven Ways to Cut Your  
Inventory Costs
for supply chain professionals looking for practical 
tips to lower their inventory costs, this is a “must-
attend” event. ralph Cox from Tompkins Associates 

will discuss proven 
procedures, policies, 
strategies, and technology 
enablers for cutting 
inventory costs —and 
improving the bottom line.

www.scmr.com/
inventory
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WE’RE CONSTANTLY FOCUSED
ON HOW OUR QUALITY STACKS UP.
We’re pleased that Logistics Management readers feel our quality stacks up to
the competition by again choosing CRST Expedited, a CRST International company, 
to receive two more “Quest for Quality” awards. That makes eleven now. To us
  they are signifi cant markers on our continuing journey to deliver the most
   outstanding service in the industry. We’d like to thank you for putting us in
    this very lofty position by recognizing our continuing commitment to exceeding
    customer expectations.

2011 – Expedited
           Dry-freight carrier

           Expedited
           Expedited motor carrier

2010 – Expedited
           Expedited motor carrier

2009 – Expedited
           Expedited motor carrier

            Logistics
           Third-party logistics

2008 – Expedited
           Expedited motor carrier

            Malone
           Industrial/heavy-haul carrier

2006 – Malone 
           Industrial/heavy-haul carrier

            Expedited 
           Expedited motor carrier

2005 – Expedited 
           Expedited motor carrier

2004 – Expedited 
           Dry-freight carrier

David L. Rusch
President and Chief
Executive Offi cer
CRST International, Inc.

Mike Gannon
Group President–
Fixed Asset Division
CRST International, Inc.
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28th Quest for Quality: 
Keeping the faith

the dog days of summer find me 
focused on one particular project, the 
release of our annual Quest for Quality 
Award winners. For just about three 
decades, Logistics Management (LM) 
has used its August issue to fix the 
spotlight on the carriers and third-party 
logistics providers (3PLs) that have 
earned the ultimate vote of shipper con-
fidence by posting the highest scores 
across our critical service performance 
criteria.

Over this time, the Quest for Quality 
has been regarded as the most impor-
tant measure of customer satisfaction 
and performance excellence in the mar-
ket. But what makes these awards even 
more special is the fact that the lists 
you’re about to see have been deter-
mined by LM readers, the buyers of 
transportation and logistics services 
who put these carriers and providers to 
the test around the clock in countries 
throughout the world.

This year, LM is especially proud to 
help shine that light on the 111 carri-
ers and 3PLs that are being honored 
with a 2011 Quest for Quality Award. 
While continuing to face some of the 
toughest operational challenges ever 
seen by the transportation and logistics 
services market, this select group has 
proven that putting reliable service per-
formance first and foremost is the best 
way to maintain the faith shippers have 
placed in their operations.

And considering the current operat-
ing environment, it’s easy to imagine 
how that faith could be rocked. As we’ve 
been reporting extensively over the past 
six months, the recovery from the Great 
Recession has proven to be more elu-
sive and prolonged than any other in 
our history. This challenging time has 
presented unprecedented challenges 
for carriers, services providers, and the 
shippers who put these companies to 
work—placing even more strain on the 
vital shipper/carrier relationship.

But I think it’s safe to say that, start-
ing on page 28, you’ll find a collection 

of carriers and providers that have suc-
cessfully overcome these challenges to 
maintain a level of high esteem in the 
eyes of the shipping community.

Judd Aschenbrand, director of Peer-
less Media Research Group, has done 
another terrific job overseeing the exten-
sive Quest for Quality research process. 
This year,  Aschenbrand has added a few 
extra data points and subtleties to help 
enhance the value of the data. 

For example, in addition to offering 
the mean scores that shippers placed 
on the performance attributes, we show 
the percentage of respondents that 
ranked the attributes “extremely/very 
important.” With this data, readers can 
more clearly see which attributes are of 
the highest importance when shippers 
rate the service performance of their 
carriers or 3PLs.

We’ve also bolded the top scores 
in each of the performance attributes 
across all of this year’s charts. With this 
small yet significant addition, readers 
can see which carriers and providers are 
considered the outright leaders in each 
attribute category.

Now it’s time to celebrate the win-
ners of the 2011 Quest for Quality. As 
you read through the results, please 
keep in mind that this project repre-
sents over six months of surveying and 
analysis by our Peerless Media research 
staff and is the single biggest research 
project we conduct over the course of 
a year.

I hope the 2011 Quest for Quality 
helps you better measure all of your 
transportation and logistics services 
options over the next 12 months.

Michael A. Levans, Group Editorial Director

Comments? E-mail me at 
mlevans@ehpub.com
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Forecast

% CHANGE  VS.: 1 month ago 6 mos. ago 1 yr. ago

General freight - local 0.0 3.1 2.7
Truckload 0.1 4.9 7.2
Less-than-truckload 1.1 6.4 10.4
Tanker & other specialized freight -0.5 5.1 5.7

Trucking
Buyers of LTL services have been hot under the collar even 
without a summer heat wave. Why so steamed? Because in July 
2011, shippers saw average LTL prices surge 10.4% above year-ago 
levels. That was the single largest such price hike since the Labor 
Department began reporting these prices in 1992. LTL tags are fore-
cast to increase 8.2% in 2011. Justifying all price hikes, the trucking 
industry’s costs (excluding labor) shot up 8.3% in the year-over-year 
period ending May 2011. Cost escalation to operate trucking compa-
nies is accelerating, with only one speed bump in the offing—a pos-
sible double-dip recession. Our aggregate trucking price forecast 
stands unchanged, up 6.4% in 2011, down 0.5% in 2012.
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% CHANGE VS.: 1 month ago 6 mos. ago 1 yr. ago

Rail freight 0.8 9.3 9.8 
   Intermodal -1.2 9.4 11.0
   Carload 1.0 9.6 9.9

rail
Intermodal rail operators reported average transaction 
prices dropped an unexpected 1.2% from May to June 2011. 
Nonetheless, year-over-year intermodal tags have increased 
for 11 consecutive months, ending June at 7.6%. Also escalat-
ing for seven months in a row, carload prices were up 6.4% in 
the 12-months ending June. For every $100 of rail services sold, 
ALERTdata analysis shows the rail industry spends $13.38 on a 
budget category called “financial, insurance, and capital man-
agement professional services.” Keeping those costs under 
control may yield some price concessions for shippers. In any 
case, we forecast rail transportation tags to rise 7.8% in 2011, 
before falling 1.4% in 2012.
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% CHANGE VS.: 1 month ago 6 mos. ago 1 yr. ago

Scheduled air freight 0.3 8.4 11.9
Chartered air freight & passenger 0.0 -4.2 -0.2
Domestic air courier 1.1 13.6 13.6
International air courier 1.2 17.9 15.8

air
Drewry Shipping Consultants’ international air freight price 
index has registered year-over-year declines for seven straight 
months, but prices for flying freight in the belly of U.S-owned 
planes on scheduled flights has flown in the opposite direction. 
In June 2011, this U.S. air cargo price index registered its third 
month in a row of year-ago gains exceeding 11%. From 2001 to 
June 2011, our airfreight price index increased 60.6%. That’s about 
on par with the airline industry’s 58.4% escalation rate in total 
costs that took place over the same ten-year period. (Our 10-year 
cost analysis includes a 344% increase in fuel cost escalation.) 
For all of 2011, our air cargo price index will be up 9.3%.
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% CHANGE VS.: 1 month ago 6 mos. ago 1 yr. ago

Deep-sea freight 2.1 7.2 9.4
Coastal & intercoastal freight -0.3 4.0 11.5
Grt. Lks.-St. Lawrence Seaway 4.6 8.8 13.1
Inland water freight 2.9 9.9 16.5

WaTer
U.S.-owned barges and cargo vessels on inland water-
ways, excluding towboats, boosted their average transaction 
prices by 3.3% from May to June. Ships on the Great Lakes/St. 
Lawrence seaway as well as domestic deep-sea freight carri-
ers also hiked prices 4.6% and 2.1%, respectively. Looking at 
year-over-year escalation rates, the three respective inflation 
numbers entered the books at 18.6%, 13.1%, and 9.4%. Unlike 
trucking and airfreight, the U.S. waterborne freight industry 
continues to beat the underlying cost inflation devils. Year-over-
year cost escalation in this industry increased only 2.8% in May 
2011. The U.S. water transportation industry’s price escalation 
forecast remains 6% in 2011 and 3% in 2012. 

Source: Elizabeth Baatz,Thinking Cap Solutions. E-mail: ebaatz@alertdata.com
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OVERLAND PARK, Kan.—There’s 
new optimism, fresh capital, and 
a familiar face at the wheel of 
financially ailing less-than-truck-
load (LTL) giant YRC Worldwide 
(YRCW) as it aims to end a five-year 
slump in which it lost in excess of 
$2.6 billion and attempts to shed 
its infamous title of biggest money-
loser in the history of trucking.

As YRC tries to recover and regain 
its place among the leading LTL car-
riers, it’s calling upon a former top 
executive from a decade ago to lead 
its comeback.

James Welch, head of Dallas-
based Dynamex and former presi-
dent of YRCW predecessor com-
pany Yellow Transportation, is the 
company’s new CEO. Welch, 55, 
succeeds William Zollars, YRC’s 
chairman, president, and CEO 
since 1999. Zollars, who engineered 
the purchases of Roadway Corp. 
and USF Corp. that saddled YRCW 
with more than $1 billion of debt, is 
retiring.

Welch began his career in 1978 
as a sales rep for Yellow Transporta-
tion, now known as YRC National. 
In 2000, Welch was named Yellow’s 
president and CEO, a position he 
held until 2007. His return coin-
cides with the completion of a new 
$500 million restructuring plan that 
includes a new $400 million lend-

ing agreement to help 
YRCW, which is still 
losing money, albeit at a 
much lesser rate.

YRCW reported a 
net loss of $39 million 
on $1.257 billion in rev-
enue in this year’s sec-
ond quarter, compared 
to a net loss of $10 mil-
lion on $1.119 billion 
revenue in the second 
quarter of 2010, which 
included an $83 million 
after-tax benefit. 

“The headline is that 
we’re making money on an operating 
basis,” said Zollars in a July 22 con-
ference call with analysts. “We can 
focus on our future success rather 
than survival.”

Regarding pricing, Zollars said it’s 
a constant balance between volume 
and pricing. “We’re in recovery mode 
as an industry on the yield side,” 
he said. “We’ve had a lot of success 
recently with customers who left 
us and are coming back with us at 
higher price levels. I think that will 
continue. The industry has recov-
ered some sanity on the pricing side.”

YRCW was buoyed by a near-
break even quarter in operations. 
Its consolidated operating loss was 
a scant $2 million, which included 
$17 million of restructuring pro-

fessional fees. By comparison, it 
suffered a consolidated operat-
ing income of $48 million, which 
included $92 million in non-operat-
ing costs in the year-ago quarter. 

That year-over-year improve-
ment buoyed YRCW’s new leader-
ship team as the company is hoping 
to cash in on the slowly rebound-
ing economic recovery and stron-
ger freight demand and pricing. 
YRC National has a 9.6 percent 
market share and its regional units 
hold a 4.6 percent market share in 
the $31 billion LTL sector. YRCW, 
along with rivals UPS Freight, 
ABF Freight System, and Con-way 
recently announced a 6.9 percent 
general rate increase—although that 
hike is subject to individual shipper 

By John D. schulz, contributing editor

•		New	transportation	
reauthorization	bills	proposed	
by	Congress,	page	16

•		LTL	players	move	ahead	with	
rate	hikes,	page	18

Company names former Yellow head Welch CEO to 
replace Zollars, looks to win back shippers.

YRCW finishes $500 million 
restructuring plan

inside

Year-over-year improvement buoyed YRCW’s new 
leadership team as the company is hoping to cash 
in on the slowly rebounding economic recovery and 
stronger freight demand and pricing. 
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negotiations.
“We are pleased with the continued 

year-over-year growth in business vol-
umes and improvements in earnings 
as we achieved consolidated adjusted 
operating income for the second quar-
ter,” stated Bill Trubeck, YRCW’s 
interim executive vice president and 
CFO of YRCW. “In particular, YRC 
National’s adjusted operating income 
represents an important milestone for 
this business.” 

In a recent release, YRCW empha-
sized second quarter 2011 improve-
ments over its year-ago second quarter:

• YRC National Transportation 
adjusted operating ratio improved by 
350 basis points to 99.2; shipments 
per day up 7.1 percent; tons per day up 
6.2 percent; revenue per shipment up 
5 percent; and revenue per hundred-
weight up 6 percent.

• YRC Regional Transportation 
adjusted operating ratio improved by 
180 basis points to 95.9, tons per day 
up 8.1 percent; revenue per shipment 
up 9.9 percent; and revenue per hun-
dredweight up 6.5 percent.

In its 8-K filing with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, YRCW 
is forecasting $150 million of positive 
earnings before interest and debt in 
the second half, which would be a sig-
nificant improvement over the past five 
years’ second-half performances.

Zollars said YRCW is “well-posi-
tioned for long-term success.” He cited 
improved pricing discipline in the LTL 
sector, greater freight demand, and gen-
erally improving economic conditions 
for such optimism. He added that con-
tract renewals were coming with 4 per-
cent rate increases “on a blended basis.”

“We have been picking up market 
share the last couple of quarters, and 
we would expect that to continue,” 
said Zollars. “It’s hard to quantify that, 
but we expect business to return as 
momentum accelerates with the finish-
ing of the restructuring.”

YRCW, which has shrunk from a 
$10 billion company to a $4.6 billion 
company in the past five years, still has 
more than $1 billion in long-term debt. 
YRCW operates 16,400 tractors and 
54,000 trailers at its five major operat-
ing companies.  M

regulation

New transportation reauthorization  
bills proposed by Congress
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Following 
a proposed multi-year transportation 
reauthorization by the Republican 
leadership of the House Transportation 
and Infrastructure Committee (T&I), 
the Senate’s Committee on Environ-
ment and Public Works (EPW) fol-
lowed suit with an outline for its own 
take on new legislation. 

Entitled “Moving Ahead for Progress in 
the 21st Century (MAP-21),” this biparti-
san proposal, led by Senator Barbara Boxer 
(D-CA) and James Inhofe (R-OK), is for 
a two-year bill that would keep funding at 
levels that were intact during the previous 
six-year, $286 billion SAFETEA-LU—
which expired in 2009 and has been kept 
afloat since then through a series of con-
tinuing resolutions.

This two-year bill would come at a cost 
of roughly $109 billion, whereas the House 
bill, led by T&I Committee Chair John 
Mica (R-FL), is a six-year, $230 billion bill. 

“We have worked together to develop 
MAP-21, which is a bipartisan pro-
posal that modernizes and reforms our 
current transportation systems to help 
create jobs, jumpstart our economy, 

and build the foundation for long-term 
prosperity,” said Boxer. “This bill is an 
investment in America’s future, because 
the nation’s aging infrastructure has not 
kept up with needed improvements, 
and now our transportation systems are 
falling behind other countries.”

The EPW bill is comprised of various 
freight- and supply chain-related compo-
nents, including: a National Freight Pro-
gram that provides formula funds to states 
for projects to improve the movement 
of freight on highways, including freight 
intermodal connectors; and leveraging 
the Transportation Infrastructure Finance 
and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program to 
help communities leverage transportation 
resources through federal credit assistance.

This bill was positively received by 
Mort Downey, Coalitions for America’s 
Gateways and Trade Corridors chair-
man and former deputy transportation 
secretary under President Clinton. 
“The release of a framework for a Sen-
ate surface transportation bill is good 
news in a number of respects,” said 
Downey. “It represents solid bi-parti-
san agreement—a rare commodity in 
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today’s Washington politics. At a time 
of constrained resources, it sets a goal 
of retaining current investment levels; 
and from the point of view of CAGTC, 
it answers the call for dedicated invest-
ment into our freight network.”

While Mica’s bill is calling for fewer 
dollars over a longer period, it’s also call-

ing for funding for the highway, transit, 
and highway safety programs at levels 
consistent with the amount of revenue 
being deposited into the Highway Trust 
Fund (HTF) revenue derived from the 
federal gasoline tax—which has not 
increased since 1993.  

—Jeff Berman, Group News Editor

rates

LTL players move 
ahead with rate 
hikes
FRAMINGHAM, Mass.—Less-than-
truckload (LTL) transportation services 
providers UPS Freight, ABF Freight 
System, Con-way Freight, and YRC 
each announced that they are rolling 
out general rate increases (GRI) of 
roughly 6.9 percent by early August. 

These GRI hikes typically represent 
rates for non-contractual shipments 
in the areas these carriers serve in the 
United States, Mexico, and Canada. 

According to Satish Jindel, president 
of trucking analyst firm SJ Consult-
ing, these rate increases are good for 
the LTL carrier market. “The market is 
getting tighter, and it’s a good time for 
this,” said Jindel. “Capacity is part of 
this in terms of the two types of capac-
ity the industry deals with: one being 
fixed capacity and the other being vari-
able capacity.”

Regarding the latter, Jindel said it’s 
very tight at the moment, as it involves 
driver availability, which is very chal-
lenging at the moment. And while rais-
ing rates is seen as key for recovering 
revenues lost during the recession, Jin-
del said that there are other effective 
ways to address this situation. One way 
is for LTL carriers to charge for what 
they actually handle.

“If a carrier is charging for 760 
pounds and the Bill of Lading says 
740 pounds, charge for the extra 20 
pounds,” said Jindel. “About 4 percent 
of industry margins would improve if 
carriers did just that.”

Another thing that can help LTL 
margins, according to Jindel, is freight 
classification and using FAK (Freight 
All Kinds) rates for average pricing. 
Leveraging both these practices would 
improve margins without rate hikes, 
said Jindel. 

Anecdotal evidence suggested that 
many LTL carriers are seeing rates 
recover and are turning their attention 
to rate increases. This move follows a 
challenging 2009 in which LTL carri-
ers were highly focused on driving vol-
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ume gains with pricing power largely 
diminished. 

LTL carriers are also seeing marked 
improvements in pricing, volume, and 
weight per shipment in recent months, 
according to analyst reports. An LTL 
executive told LM that there is no ques-

tion that LTL rates are starting to firm 
up on the yield side and it has become a 
focus for carriers—with all having some 
sort of yield improvement process to 
raise rates in place.

Ed Wolfe, analyst at Wolfe Trahan 
& Co, wrote in a research note that 

while LTL capacity still is much more 
available than truckload, LTL pricing 
is “going in the right direction as the 
largest carriers remain very focused on 
improving rates.” He added that LTL 
tonnage has seen decelerated growth 
during the second quarter.

Even with the firming up of these 
rates, the driving factors for them, 
according to Steve O’Kane, president 
of A. Duie Pyle, are expenses related to 
equipment additions and driver training 
and recruitment. 

“The biggest factor is the cost of 
labor, which is difficult,” said O’Kane. 
“We never reduced driver wages in 
2008 or 2009 when many other carriers 
did. There is going to be continual pres-
sure on driver wages, because during 
the deepest of the recession, the labor 
pool left the LTL sector and our sense 
is that there are a lot of people who 
don’t care to come back into it.” 

A shipper, whom declined to be 
identified, said that it’s not surpris-
ing that the industry is going after rate 
increases, considering that yields are 
still below mid-2000 levels. 

“While shippers don’t like to see any 
increase in their transportation costs, 
they have to realize that these compa-
nies need an adequate return in order 
to recapitalize their fleets,” he said. 
“As a shipper, I just want to be sure 
that these rate increases lead to rein-
vestment. If the shape of some of the 
trucks coming into my dock is any indi-
cation, there are trucks being run by 
some carriers that don’t belong on the 
road anymore.”

—Jeff Berman, Group News Editor
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when discussing the ocean rate and service picture 
with industry insiders, you quickly come to the conclu-
sion that the ocean carrier industry is in a state of flux.  

Consider some of the current trends creating this 
environment: The U.S. economy is picking up steam 
despite the poor employment numbers; the trend of 
bringing some manufacturing back to the continent—to 
be supported by foreign parts suppliers—means more 
imports; and the cheap dollar and growing competitive-
ness of U.S. finished goods means more exports. These 
factors bode well for ocean carriers as well as 3PLs. 

As an example of this flux, recent reports tell us that 
ocean carriers have retired over 500 vessels but now 
they’re adding more than 280—but many of these new 
ones are huge vessels capable of carrying over 8,000 
TEUs. Depending on the analyst you speak with, the 
market is either improving or entering a phase of short-
term excess capacity.

In order to navigate through this current “foggy” envi-
ronment, ocean shippers need to improve visibility, spend 
more time training staff charged with managing ocean 
buys, and gain a more up-to-date working knowledge of 
the ocean market in order to move more fluidly—easier 
said than done.  

Visibility in ocean is increasingly complex as the carri-
ers add more door-to-door service.  Obtaining a seamless 
view of cargo status during the pre-movement, land por-
tion, port clearance, ocean, embarkation, customs, and 
delivery phases is still a future dream for most shippers.

Recently I had a chance to see the system used by 
the U.S. Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) 
Surface Deployment and Distribution Command, called 
ISDDC. The Web-based system gathers information 
from multiple internal sources, as well as numerous 
carriers, to provide reporting on current transportation 
event status at the manifest level—both graphically and 
through historic queries. 

The military users of the system told me that now that 
they’re able to see the data, they need 3PLs, carriers, and 
port operators to provide accurate and timely entries so 

the resulting information is actionable. To this end, the 
new DoD Universal Service Contract (USC-7), covering 
international movement of U.S. DoD cargo, turns the 
visibility and documentation pressure up a few notches. 
This document has some content that other large ship-
pers can use, and it’s available free for download at www.
fedbizops.gov as HTC711-11-R-W004.

With this in mind, here’s some advice for ocean ship-
pers: Remember that you’re buying both the service and 
all the associated information regarding that transaction. 
Don’t pay for just the service; instead, insist on delivery of 
the data and documentation as part of the settlement. If 
your contract doesn’t explicitly say that, change it. 

For training, I have a couple recommendations. 
First, assess your workforce, and your key partner’s 
workforce, and understand who controls the key knowl-
edge that makes the process work. Reduce your risk and 
improve your operations by investing in a wide and deep 
bench of capable operators and analysts.  

Second, invest in a professional development pro-
gram as part of the annual review for all employees. 
A good rule of thumb is that a logistics professional 
should spend 2 percent of their annual income in self-
development and helping their team get smarter. By the 
way, it’s tax deductable. 

Gaining a better working knowledge of the ocean cargo 
market includes following labor trends in key markets. 
For example, China is experiencing the impact of the 
increased leverage offered by skilled and organized labor 
on its lifeblood infrastructure. In April, the port workers in 
Shanghai, reacting to the beating of a worker by officials, 
stopped activity at one of the largest ports in the world.  

On the environmental side, container manufactur-
ers are rushing to find substitute materials for wooden 
floors (hardwood shortages), carbon steel bodies (high 
maintenance), and solvent-based paints (pollutants). 
Ship owners are steaming slower to save on fuel, 
reduce pollutants, and reduce capacity through sched-
ule manipulation, a trick they learned from the airlines.    

Improved visibility, staff training, and industry 
knowledge can change an annual ocean RFP on rates 
into a meaningful dialog to reduce costs in the lanes in 
which your company moves. These are the tools that 
will enable you to keep moving forward competitively 
through the current fog of uncertainty.  M

Moore on

Ocean Rates:  
Get your foghorn readyD
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Peter Moore is a program faculty member at the University of 
Tennessee Center for Executive Education, adjunct professor at 
The University of South Carolina-Beaufort, and vice president of 
Celerant Consulting, a supply chain advisory firm. Peter can be 
reached at peter.moore@celerantconsulting.com.
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although the average price for a gallon of die-
sel has declined $0.22 in the last two months, diesel 
remains a dollar more expensive than it was a year 
ago. With little relief in sight, it’s not surprising that 
an increasing number of fleet managers suffering from 
“pain at the pump” have become interested in convert-
ing all or some of their vehicles to run on natural gas. 

Whether or not this is a good idea, however, pivots 
on whether or not the shale gas revolution, which has 
driven prices down from more than $13 to just over $4 
per thousand cubic feet (Mcf), is sustainable. Unfor-
tunately, a careful study of the process and economics 
of shale gas production suggests that the current low 
prices and supply glut are transitory.

While there is no doubt that U.S. shale gas reserves 
are immense, and shale gas production has come to 
supply nearly a quarter of U.S. gas demand, the size of 
the reserve matters much less than the rate of sustain-
able extraction. While the rate of shale gas production 
surged from 1.0 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) in 2006 to 4.8 
Tcf in 2010, a number of valid arguments cast doubt on 
the sustainability of this trend.

Shale gas is not just a game changer; it’s a dif-
ferent game: In a conventional natural gas play, a well 
is drilled through an impermeable cap rock and into 
a source rock through which hydrocarbons can easily 
flow. Because the natural gas in a conventional field 
is under great pressure, once the drill breaks through 
the cap rock, the gas flows to the surface under its own 
accord.

Unlike conventional source rocks, shale is com-
pletely impermeable. Consequently, any hydrocarbons 
that formed in shale are trapped there indefinitely. The 
only way to release them is by fracturing the rock itself; 
and even then, only those hydrocarbons at the fracture 
interface are released. 

Importantly, because the gas in the surrounding rock 
is trapped, the life of a hydraulically fractured well is 
much shorter than a conventional field. Furthermore, 
producing the same areal extent of a shale formation 
requires more costly wells, equipment, and pipelines 
than would be required on a conventional gas field.

The process of hydraulic fracturing, or “fracing,” 
requires producers to pump massive quantities of 
water, proppants, and biocides into the ground under 

high pressure. The pressure fractures the formation 
and releases the hydrocarbons found at the fracture 
interface. 

Because the weight of the overburdened formation  
threatens to greatly reduce the flow of hydrocarbons, 
proppants are mixed in with the fracing fluid. The prop-
pants act as a mechanical wedge which ‘props’ open the 
newly created fractures. 

The flow through the fractures is also threatened by 
blooms of hydrocarbon-consuming bacteria. As a conse-
quence, biocides which inhibit bacterial growth are also 
mixed with the fracing fluid. The necessary inclusion 
of biocides in fracing fluid is a cause of great concern 
among activists, and for good reason.

Most, but not all, of the fracing fluid which is 
pumped into the ground is produced along with the 
hydrocarbons. This fluid must be transported to a treat-
ment facility, and the cost of treatment is born by the 
producer. Measures of effluent coming out of water 
treatment facilities show that some are not capable of 
effectively processing fracing fluid. More than that, 
however, it’s unclear where the portion of biocides that 
remain in the ground will eventually end up.

Environmentalists are mobilized against shale 
gas expansion: Currently, there is a growing move-
ment in Pennsylvania, New York, and elsewhere to ban 
hydraulic fracturing on the grounds that the human 
health and environmental risks of groundwater and sur-
face water contamination are unacceptably high, and 
safeguards are unacceptably low. The documentary film 
Gasland, that famously shows flames shooting out from 
a man’s water faucet, helped inspire this movement. 
The logic follows that if the natural gas can migrate 
into water wells, what’s to prevent the biocides from 
doing the same? 

The anti-fracing movement has been further invigo-
rated by the research of Prof. Dan Voltz who shows a 
statistical relationship between drinking water quality, 
cancer clusters, and the sites of shale gas wells. Efforts to 
ban hydrofracing have inspired the New York legislature to 
place a moratorium on shale gas production in the water-
shed that supplies New York City with drinking water. And 
outside the U.S., hydraulic fracturing has been banned 
outright in France over rising environmental concerns. 

Many fracing proponents argue that the process is 
safe. Others argue that no process is without risk, and 
that the detrimental impacts of high energy prices jus-
tify taking these risks. But whether or not the process 
can be done safely is not the point. The point is that 

Is natural gas a transportation 
game changer?
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Derik Andreoli, Ph.D.c. is the Senior Analyst at Mercator  
International, LLC. He welcomes any comments or questions, 
and can be contacted at dandreoli@mercatorintl.com.
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there is a large and growing popula-
tion that does not trust that shale gas 
extraction can be done safely, and this 
group has evolved into a very active 
and effective opponent to the natural 
gas industry.

It pays to play, but not all shale 
plays pay: While concerned citizen 
activists have in some cases been 

successful in thwarting the efforts of 
shale gas producers, there are others, 
like petroleum geologist, consultant, 
and shale gas proponent, Arthur Ber-
man, who argue that the prospects 
for shale gas being a “game changer” 
are inflated—that both reserves and 
future production rates have been 
overestimated. Berman makes a con-

vincing and empirically grounded case that 
the methodology used to estimate shale 
gas reserves and future production rates is 
flawed. 

In addition to questioning the estima-
tion of critical variables that drive the 
mathematical models used to estimate 
reserves and future production, Berman 
takes aim at a critical underlying assump-
tion—that shale gas formations are homo-
geneous. If the homogeneity assumption, 
which is the assumption that the quantity 
of natural gas per cubic foot is consistent 
throughout the formation, holds true, the 
production rate of any particular well can 
be used to estimate the total reserves 
and potential production rates across the 
entire formation.

Berman demonstrates that the shale 
plays are, in fact, highly heterogeneous. He 
shows that economical production in two of 
the most extensively explored and produced 
shale plays, the Barnett and Haynesville 
plays, can only be accomplished in core 
areas. Taken together, these core areas rep-
resent no more than 20 percent of the total 
areal extent of these plays. Hence, reserves 
are likely overestimated.

The gas glut is the arbiter of arbitrage: 
For the sake of argument, however, let’s step 
back and give the industry the benefit of the 
doubt. Let’s imagine that environmentalists 
toss in the towel or that their protests have no 
impact on producers’ bottom lines. 

Let’s also imagine that the thoughtful 
and substantiated criticisms by Mr. Ber-
man and others are proven wrong. In other 
words, let’s imagine that shale gas produc-
tion can continue growing at recent rates. 
Under this scenario, there would be a strong 
force—call it an invisible hand—impelling 
producers to transport and sell gas in high 
priced markets, like eastern Europe, China, 
and India. 

Globally, investment is already flowing 
into liquid natural gas (LNG) tanker con-
struction, and liquefaction and regasifica-
tion facilities. These investments could 
allow a physical arbitrage that would cause 
prices in the U.S. to rise while prices else-
where would fall.

Similarly, if natural gas continues to be 
significantly less expensive than diesel, it 
would make sense that some portion of 
the transportation sector would convert 
from diesel to natural gas. But in doing so, 
demand for diesel would decline relative 
to demand for natural gas—and this would 
cause price convergence. M
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BY LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT STAFF

T
he editorial staff of Logistics Management (LM)
is thrilled to offer the logistics and transportation 
community the results of the 28th Annual Quest 
for Quality Awards. This year, 111 providers of 
transportation and logistics services have received 

the ultimate vote of con� dence, posting the highest scores 
across our lists of critical service criteria.

For nearly three decades, LM’s Quest for Quality has been 
regarded in the transportation and logistics industry as the 
most important measure of customer satisfaction and per-
formance excellence. To determine the best of the best, LM 
readers rate carriers and third-party logistics (3PL) service 
providers strictly on the basis of service quality.

And, when you consider the operating environment in 
which carriers and 3PLs found themselves operating over the 
past 12 months, the editorial staff agrees that securing reader 
faith and walking away with a Quest for Quality Award in 
2011 is nothing less than a monumental achievement.

The recovery from the Great Recession has proven to be 
more elusive and prolonged than any other in our history, and 
the slow growth presented another period of unprecedented 
challenges for carriers, services providers, and the shippers 
who put these companies to work—placing even more strain 
on the vital shipper/carrier relationship.

Although many industry observers are predicting strength-
ening for logistics services as we head through the second 
half of 2011, we’re � nding that the pieces may not be falling 
into place as quickly as we thought to support anything more 
than weak growth. Much of this uncertainty is translating 
into increased volatility, sending shippers out in a search for 
capacity during sudden surges in demand—and carriers in 
search of a more sustainable revenue model.

And, when considering these mounting challenges, we’re 
happy to report that the following pages reveal listings of the 
carriers and 3PLs that shippers believe have been equal to 
the task. Quest for Quality winners are voted on by the read-
ers of Logistics Management—the customers that put these 
carriers and providers to the test around the clock in coun-
tries throughout the world. 

If fact, this year we had 4,575 logistics and supply chain 
decision makers place their vote. This six-month research 
undertaking results in eight lists that feature 111 transpor-
tation and logistics services provider organizations that have 
risen above the rest. 

REACHING THE PINNACLE
But before we present the awards to the 2011 winners, 

let’s take a more detailed look at how we arrive at our list of 

Which carriers and third-party logistics providers are held in 
high esteem in terms of service performance? Our readers have 
cast their votes, and now it’s time to reveal the winners of the 
coveted Quest for Quality Awards.

201111111111001111220000
Held in 
high esteem
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recipients. One of the best things about the Quest for Qual-
ity is that it allows shippers to vote in the genre of services 
they actually use and fully understand; in turn, they can vote 
for the providers that they feel have best delivered on quality 
service in speci� c niches.

To determine who wins the vote, LM readers evaluate 
companies in all modes, choosing the top performers in cat-

egories including motor carriers, railroad and intermodal ser-
vices, ocean carriers, airlines, freight forwarders, and third 
party/contract logistics services. From January through May 
of this year, LM and our Peerless Media Research Group sur-
veyed readers who are quali� ed buyers of logistics and trans-
portation services.

In order to be a “winner,” a company had to receive at 
least 5 percent of the category vote. The result of this over-
all effort is a crystal clear look at not only the overall winner 
in any given category, but a broad list of companies that 
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Performance attributes’ importance

National/multiregional LTL and surface package carriers

Rated extremely/very important

Air cargo carriers/air express carriers/freight forwarders

Rated extremely/very important

Ocean carriers

Rated extremely/very important

Truckload/van lines/expedited

Rated extremely/very important

Rail/Intermodal service providers

Rated extremely/very important

Value

4.5*

92%

4.2*

86%

4.4*

87%

4.4*

90%

4.4*

87%

Information 
technology

3.4*

57%

3.5*

56%

3.5*

60%

3.3*

52%

3.1*

45%

Customer 
service

3.9*

68%

4.0*

75%

4.1*

77%

4.0*

70%

3.8*

63%

Equipment &
 operations

3.4*

58%

3.4*

52%

3.8*

69%

3.9*

69%

3.7*

62%

4.7*

97%

4.8*

96%

4.5*

91%

4.8*

97%

4.6*

94%

On-time
performance

4.0*

72%

3.9*

71%

3.3*

53%

3.7*

65%

3.9*

70%

3PL
Rated extremely/
very important

Order fulfillment
Transportation/

distribution
Inventory

management
Logistics information

systems
Carrier selection/

negotiation

Company Type

Source: Logistics Management, Peerless Media Research Group

*  All scores are weighted. Weighted scores are determined by multiplying the average raw scores by the average importance of each attribute 
(1 = least important; 5 = most important). To find the attributed weights for this category, see the introduction to the Quest for Quality report.
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� nished well above the average. 

HERE’S HOW WE DO IT
Transportation service providers are 

rated on LM’s � ve key criteria: On-time 
Performance, Value, Information Tech-
nology, Customer Service, and Equip-
ment & Operations. Due to the nature 
of services offered by third-party play-
ers, a different set of criteria is used to 
judge this category.

Third-party logistics providers are 
rated on the following attributes: Car-
rier Selection & Negotiation, Order 
Ful� llment, Transportation & Distri-
bution, Inventory Management, and 
Logistics Information Systems. The 
evaluation itself is a weighted met-
ric. The scores take into account the 
importance readers attach to each attri-
bute. Each year, readers are � rst asked 
to rank the attributes in each category 
on a � ve-point scale, with 5 represent-

ing the highest value and 1 represent-
ing the lowest value. 

Our research team then uses those 
attributes’ rankings to create weighted 
scores in each category. For example, 
readers have historically placed the 
single highest value on On-time Perfor-
mance—and they’ve done so again in 
2011. If you look at the table on page 
29,  you’ll see that it was rated between 
4.5 and 4.8 across the various carrier 
categories. 

The second most critical attribute 
again this year was Value, followed by 
Customer Service. According to our 
2011 � ndings, shippers are putting 
slightly more weight on Equipment & 
Operations than on Information Tech-
nology (IT). This may signal that more 
logistics operations are � nding success 
with recently implemented transporta-
tion management systems (TMS) and 
related IT solutions.

After readers have ranked these 
key attributes in order of importance, 
they then grade each provider that 
they currently use on each of the � ve 
core Quest for Quality attributes, rat-
ing them on a scale of 1 to 3 (1=poor, 
2=average, 3=outstanding).

To produce a weighted score, the 
research team then multiplies the pro-
vider’s average scores for each attri-
bute by the attribute’s ranking. Next, 
the weighted scores are calculated for 
all � ve attributes for a given vendor 
and added together to create an aggre-
gate number. 

Companies score a quality win 
when their total scores exceed the 
average total weighted score in their 
category. But, remember, providers 
must receive a minimum number of 
reader responses to qualify for a win—
at least 5 percent of the total base for 
the category.

Feature Kicker 

®

® denotes a registered trademark of Alliance Shippers, Inc.

2011 Quest for Quality Award Winner — Intermodal Marketing Companies

For more information about all of our services, visit us at:
www.alliance.com

The Business of Alliance Shippers, Inc. is . . .

“To Manage Our Customers’ Business.”

Calvin Coolidge

2011q4q_asi_LM_final  7/25/11  11:44 AM  Page 1
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when all is said and done, history 
may reveal that the Great Recession 
was cruelest to the carriers that make 
up the national less-than-truckload 
(LTL) category. As our John Schulz has 
been reporting over the past year, the 
overall LTL market has been less than 
pro� table for many of the top carriers 
in this $27.5 billion sector, which has 
been plagued by overcapacity, high 
overhead costs, and staggering losses 
from its largest players.

Our daily coverage of the market 
reveals that parent companies of the 
two largest national, unionized LTL car-
riers—YRC Worldwide and Arkansas 
Best Corp.—continue to bleed red ink 

even as the U.S. economy maintains a 
slow and sluggish recovery. As shippers 
will read in this month’s news section, 
however, there may be some light at the 
end of the tunnel for YRC as the ailing 
carrier has completed a new $500 mil-
lion restructuring that includes a new 
$400 million lending agreement.

But while it’s been tough going, the 
eight carriers on our list below have 
received word that shippers believe 
their service is second to none despite 
myriad operating challenges. In the 
National LTL category we � nd FedEx 
National LTL (45.83) and Con-way 
Freight (44.18) taking highest hon-
ors this year. As it did last year, FedEx 

National just slightly edged by Con-way 
in every attribute category to post the 
highest weighted average.

In the Multiregional LTL category,  
we � nd that FedEx Freight (47.15), Old 
Dominion Freight Line (44.32), and 
UPS Freight (43.98) ring in as repeat 
winners this year in the same order as 
the 2010 results. Estes Express Lines 
(43.21) joins the list this year after 
missing the cut in 2010.

It was nearly a toss up in this year’s 
Surface Package category. In perhaps 
one of the closest categories we measure, 
FedEx Ground (49.67) and UPS (49.51) 
came in above the weighted average. 
FedEx took top marks in Value and Cus-
tomer Service, while UPS posted high-
est scores in On-time Performance, IT, 
and Equipment & Operations.
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NATIONAL LTL

Tough road to the top

National LTL carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

FedEx National LTL

Con-way Freight

AVERAGE

Value

9.32

9.17

9.12

Information 
technology

8.21

7.52

7.60

Customer 
service

8.69

8.45

8.35

Equipment &
operations

8.31

7.93

7.69

11.30

11.11

10.47

On-time
performance

45.83

44.18

43.24

Overall score

Multiregional LTL carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category) 

  FedEx Freight

  Old Dominion Freight Line

  UPS Freight

  Estes Express Lines

AVERAGE

Value

9.59

9.55

9.37

9.94

9.54

Information 
technology

8.52

7.60

8.01

7.05

7.48

Customer 
service

8.90

8.69

8.39

8.45

8.25

Equipment &
operations

8.35

7.72

7.67

7.43

7.46

11.80

10.76

10.54

10.34

10.33

On-time
performance

47.15

44.32

43.98

43.21

43.05

Overall score

Surface package carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

FedEx Ground

UPS

AVERAGE

Value

10.60

10.42

10.51

Information 
technology

8.88

8.96

8.23

Customer 
service

9.35

9.05

8.59

Equipment &
operations

8.71

8.81

8.43

12.13

12.28

11.68

On-time
performance

49.67

49.51

47.43

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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the mantra for profitability in the 
LTL market remains freight density, 
cost control, and pricing discipline. 
However, the nimblest regional LTL 
carriers can often understand their 
costs better than the more broad-reach-
ing nationals and, therefore, price busi-
ness to earn an appropriate return.

According to the readers of Logistics 
Management, not only have these 13 

LTL’s � gured out a sustainable business 
model, but also rank far and away the 
best in servicing their particular regions. 
In the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic region, 
A. Duie Pyle (48.87), Pitt Ohio (47.81), 
and New Penn (46.77) scored above 
the weighted average this year. Of note, 
A. Duie Pyle’s impressive 48.87 was the 
second highest weighted average in the 
entire regional LTL category. 

In the South/South Central region, 
shippers gave highest marks to South-
eastern Freight Lines (48.01), Averitt 
Express (46.84), and Wilson Trucking 
(46.53). In the Midwest/North Central 
region, Dayton Freight Lines (46.59) and 
Holland (45.80) repeat as the only two 
scoring above the weighted average.

Out West, Oak Harbor Freight Lines 
(46.59) and Lynden Transport (46.57), the 
only two winners from our 2010 results, 
are joined by leading scorer Paci� c Alaska 
(50.69), Carlile Transportation (46.39), 
and Reddaway (45.73).
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REGIONAL LTL

Staying nimble and quick

Northeast/Mid-Atlantic regional LTL carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

A. Duie Pyle

Pitt Ohio

New Penn

AVERAGE

Value

10.58

10.76

9.94

10.26

Information 
technology

8.15

7.69

7.74

7.41

Customer 
service

9.75

9.42

9.13

8.95

Equipment &
operations

8.37

8.19

8.05

7.91

12.02

11.75

11.90

11.37

On-time
performance

48.87

47.81

46.77

45.89

Overall score

South/South Central regional LTL carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Southeastern Freight Lines

Averitt Express

Wilson Trucking

AVERAGE

Value

10.72

10.41

11.11

10.60

Information 
technology

7.77

7.56

7.07

7.41

Customer 
service

9.37

9.23

9.25

9.06

Equipment &
operations

8.17

8.20

7.82

7.88

11.98

11.43

11.28

11.42

On-time
performance

48.01

46.84

46.53

46.37

Overall score

Midwest/North Central regional LTL carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Dayton Freight Lines

Holland

AVERAGE

Value

10.82

10.39

10.31

Information 
technology

7.37

7.54

6.97

Customer 
service

9.21

8.95

8.37

Equipment &
operations

7.63

7.61

7.16

11.55

11.31

10.38

On-time
performance

46.59

45.80

43.19

Overall score

Western regional LTL carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Pacific Alaska Freightways

Oak Harbor Freight Lines

Lynden Transport

Carlile Transportation

Reddaway

AVERAGE

Value

12.21

10.10

9.72

9.82

10.70

10.19

Information 
technology

7.37

7.14

7.65

7.48

7.56

7.22

Customer 
service

9.75

9.34

9.43

9.97

8.53

8.73

Equipment &
operations

7.93

7.74

7.93

8.16

7.44

7.68

13.43

12.27

11.84

10.97

11.50

11.38

On-time
performance

50.69

46.59

46.57

46.39

45.73

45.20

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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as our John Schulz reported in last 
month’s State of Logistics Report cover-
age, the truckload (TL) sector, which 
supplies the vast majority of capacity in 
the for-hire trucking industry, is � nally 
enjoying a renaissance after three years 
of � nancial doldrums.

Indeed, pro� tability is up at the major 
truckload carriers, and for the 28 carriers 

listed below, morale is certainly on the 
rise as well. According to the readers of 
Logistics Management, these are the long-
haul service stars of the past 12 months. 

In this year’s Industrial & Heavy-Haul 
category, Roehl Transport scored a 50.08 
weighted average to take the top spot, 
but only placed � rst in one attribute 
category, Customer Service. Prime, Inc. 

was right on Roehl’s tail, posting 50.03 
and putting up best scores in Value, IT, 
and Equipment & Operations.

Our Dry freight category collected 
eight winners this year, but only four 
repeats from our 2010 results. Transport 
America, a � rst time Quest for Quality 
winner, topped the category, posting a 
50.21 weighted average. Pacer Interna-
tional, Inc.  (46.20), NFI (46.07), and 
Western Express (46.06) all take home 
the gold this year after missing the cut 
in 2010.
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TRUCKLOAD

Kings of the long haul

Dry freight carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Transport America

Landstar

Pacer International, Inc.

NFI

Western Express

CRST Van Expedited

Con-way Truckload Services

Heartland Express

AVERAGE

Value

10.27

9.84

10.80

10.63

10.27

9.22

9.43

8.46

9.05

Information 
technology

8.01

6.91

7.36

6.60

7.54

6.76

7.09

6.46

6.89

Customer
service

10.67

9.53

8.92

8.62

8.92

8.76

8.57

9.12

8.51

Equipment &
operations

9.26

9.03

8.78

8.78

8.36

9.47

9.08

8.94

8.74

12.00

11.06

10.34

11.45

10.97

11.20

10.73

11.82

10.36

On-time
performance

50.21

46.36

46.20

46.07

46.06

45.41

44.89

44.79

43.55

Overall score

(Continued on page 38)

Industrial & heavy-haul carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Roehl Transport

Prime, Inc.

Melton Truck Lines

Landstar

AVERAGE

Value

10.27

10.56

10.00

9.51

9.52

Information 
technology

7.33

8.14

7.80

7.21

6.98

Customer
service

11.11

9.87

9.45

9.16

9.33

Equipment &
operations

9.10

9.62

9.22

9.03

8.80

12.27

11.84

12.22

11.29

11.37

On-time
performance

50.08

50.03

48.69

46.20

46.00

Overall score

Expedited motor carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

  FedEx Custom Critical

  Pitt Ohio Express

  CRST Van Expedited

  A.Duie Pyle, Pyle Priority

  New Penn

  Averitt Express

  Holland

AVERAGE

Value

9.00

10.56

11.20

10.03

10.08

10.27

10.45

9.77

Information 
technology

8.92

8.42

7.80

8.05

7.98

7.33

7.73

7.88

Customer
service

10.56

9.80

9.82

9.50

9.39

9.56

9.13

9.15

Equipment &
operations

10.26

9.75

9.93

10.30

9.59

9.75

8.78

9.42

13.24

13.26

12.22

12.10

12.60

12.27

12.00

11.64

On-time
performance

51.98

51.78

50.96

49.98

49.64

49.17

48.08

47.87

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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At “K” Line, we strive to have the industry’s greenest fleet and facilities. Our new ships are designed to minimize 
environmental impact with minimum ballast hull designs and low-emissions engines. On land, we purchase Renewable
Energy Credits for clean wind energy that will help prevent over a million pounds of CO2 emissions from entering the
atmosphere. “K”Line is also a member of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Green Power Leadership Club, in
recognition of our significant commitment to EPA’s Green Power Partnership. An active member of the Clean Cargo
Working Group, “K” Line is ISO 14001 certified and listed on the FTSE Good Global Index. To see our annual 
publicly-available Social and Environmental Report, please contact your local “K”Line sales executive.

Our philosophy about the Earth
is the same as our philosophy about cargo.

It does not belong to us, 
but we are responsible for its well-being.

A L L - A R O U N D  C A P A B I L I T I E S ,  A L L  A R O U N D  T H E  W O R L D

“K” Line America, Inc. • Customer Service (800) 609-3221 • www.kline.com

®
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Feature Kicker 2011111100110002202200
Bulk motor carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Miller Transporters, Inc. 

Prime, Inc. 

Ruan Transport 

Bulkmatic Transport 

Schneider National Bulk Carriers 

AVERAGE

Value

8.40

9.31

9.43

8.80

8.66

8.68

Information 
technology

6.60

7.00

6.13

6.60

7.03

6.44

Customer
service

9.45

8.48

9.14

9.33

8.63

8.50

Equipment &
operations

9.57

9.30

8.64

8.97

8.55

8.62

11.35

10.89

10.63

10.08

10.87

10.44

On-time
performance

45.37

44.98

43.96

43.78

43.74

42.69

Overall score

Household goods & high-value goods carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

North American Van Lines

Allied Van Lines

United Van Lines

Bekins Van Lines

AVERAGE

Value

9.90

11.00

9.90

9.29

9.33

Information 
technology

7.01

7.26

7.15

6.19

6.40

Customer
service

10.00

8.80

9.67

10.50

9.11

Equipment &
operations

9.26

9.53

9.10

9.53

8.96

12.60

12.00

12.40

12.00

11.42

On-time
performance

48.78

48.59

48.22

47.51

45.21

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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See what you’re missing. 
Visit www.landstar.com to watch our video detailing 

Landstar’s full complement of services.
Or call 877-696-4507

• Leading-edge technology.

• Real-time order management and 
 dynamic supply chain optimization.

• Multi-modal capabilities.

•  o upfront software costs.

• Coordination of bidding, scheduling, shipping, 
 tracking, invoicing and reporting.

• Global in-transit and inventory visibility.

• Access to Landstar’s transportation 
 logistics services. 

INTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS 
WITH NO CAPITAL INVESTMENT

THE MISSING PIECES IN YOUR 
SUPPLY CHAIN PUZZLE

LANDSTAR provides supply chain solutions and complete global and domestic transportation services. 
Landstar, a non asset-based company, identifi es and fulfi lls shippers’ needs through our unique network 
of independent sales agents and third-party transportation and warehousing capacity providers.

DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS 

Truckload – Less-than-Truckload
Access to:
• 8,200 power units operated by Landstar  
   business capacity owners. 

• 14,000 pieces of trailing equipment.

• Approximately 25,000 other approved 
   third-party truck capacity providers.

Heavy Haul – Specialized 
• One of the industry’s largest selections of  
   equipment and qualifi ed business capacity 
   owner operators.
• Access to 1,700 stepdecks and 
   1,400 fl atbed trailers.

Expedited Ground
• Cargo vans, straight trucks and tractor-trailers,   
   including air-ride. 

• Customized safe pick up/delivery.

Air  
• Expedited air.

•  orth American services.

• International air express or air cargo.

• Air charter worldwide.

Rail Intermodal
• Contracts with all major railroad transport and 
 stack train operators. 
• Competitive pricing for reliable door-to-door 
 service throughout the United States.
• Service extends into Canada and Mexico.

Warehousing
• Established network of warehouse capacity 
owners – WMS technology, operations, reporting 
and personalized customer service.

• Presence in all major markets.

• Top regional providers. 

• Flexible and scalable.

• Value-added services like pick and pack, 
 B2B/B2C fulfi llment, consolidation, cross docking,  
 local pick up and delivery, drayage and more.

Ocean Freight Forwarding
• Import and export. 

• Full and Less-than-container loads. 

• Licensed  VOCC.

• Ocean freight forwarding.

• Over-dimensional breakbulk.

SM
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as group news editor Jeff Berman 
wrote in last month’s State of Logis-
tics Report, rail and intermodal have 
been two of the most stable sectors in 
freight transportation over the past two 
years—although volumes have a way to 
go to get back to pre-recession levels 
witnessed in 2007.

And while those levels may not be 
back for a while, industry experts say 
that since the � rst half of 2010, the rail-
road industry appears to be maintaining 
its steady course, with solid earnings 
and strong pricing clearly intact. As for 
volumes, rail carloads and intermodal 
containers and trailers are up roughly 
4 percent and 10 percent, respectively, 
year-over-year for the � rst half of 2011. 

Couple that solid � nancial perfor-
mance and demand with the fact that, 

according to our Annual Study of Logis-
tics and Transportation Trends (Masters 
of Logistics), service levels on the rails 
have been on the rise for the past three 
years, and you can picture a pretty 
happy group of rail executives. And for 
10 rail and intermodal service and mar-
keting companies, the news is about to 
get a little sweeter.

Leading the pack in our Rail/Inter-
modal Service Provider category with 
the highest weighted average for the 
second year in a row is Triple Crown 
Services (46.85). Triple Crown took 
honors in On-time Performance 
(12.88), Customer Service (9.16), and 
Equipment & Operations (9.13). 

Pulling in � rst in Value was Norfolk 
Southern (9.58), and CSX Transporta-
tion put up an impressive 6.89 in IT to 

lead the way in this important category. 
It’s interesting to note that all � ve of 
these service providers scored Quest 
for Quality gold last year as well—and 
in just about the exact order.

Our Intermodal Marketing category 
found three winners who didn’t make 
the cut last year along with two repeats 
from 2010. J.B. Hunt Intermodal tops 
the list again this year, putting up a 
46.59 weighted average, but only scored 
highest in one attribute category, IT 
(7.02). In fact, attribute top scores were 
well dispersed in this category this year.

Alliance Shippers put up the second 
best weighted average (45.94) and lead 
the way in Customer Service (9.08). 
Dart International posted the third best 
overall average (45.93) but took top 
spot in On-time Performance (11.50) 
and Equipment & Operations (10.18). 
Pacer Internatinal, Inc. rang in fourth 
with a 44.53 and was top in Value with 
a 10.43.
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Steady rise to the top

Rail/Intermodal service providers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Triple Crown Services Company

Norfolk Southern

BNSF Railway

CSX Transportation

Union Pacific

AVERAGE

Value

9.29

9.58

8.99

9.34

9.17

9.21

Information 
technology

6.39

6.54

6.57

6.89

6.81

6.47

Customer
service

9.16

8.18

7.99

8.02

7.85

7.94

Equipment &
operations

9.13

8.47

8.47

8.03

8.18

8.18

12.88

10.58

10.71

10.07

10.18

10.32

On-time
performance

46.85

43.35

42.72

42.36

42.18

42.11

Overall score

Intermodal marketing companies
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

J.B. Hunt Intermodal

Alliance Shippers

Dart Intermodal

Pacer International, Inc.

Schneider Intermodal Services

AVERAGE

Value

10.27

10.09

9.68

10.43

8.80

9.46

Information 
technology

7.02

6.89

6.98

6.43

6.91

6.42

Customer 
service

8.73

9.08

7.60

8.44

7.93

7.91

Equipment &
operations

9.56

8.63

10.18

8.33

8.27

8.04

11.02

11.24

11.50

10.90

10.07

10.13

On-time
performance

46.59

45.94

45.93

44.53

41.98

41.96

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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much has changed on the high seas 
over the past three years. In fact, the 
analysts at IHS Global Insight report 
that world trade has mostly recovered 
from the Great Recession—news that 
that should put a smile on the occu-
pants of any ocean carrier boardroom.

Analysts estimate that after plung-
ing 10 percent in 2009, global trade 
volume measured in tons increased 
8.5 percent in 2010. Over the course 
of 2011 it’s expected to grow 6.9 per-
cent. But as Executive Editor Patrick 
Burnson reported in last month’s State 
of Logistic Report, those smiling ocean 
carrier executives aren’t taking anything 
for granted, and the tired old cliché 
“thinking outside the box” takes on new 
meaning when expressed by some of 
the world’s leading container shipping 
companies.

In our 2011 Ocean Roundtable 
(page 52), Burnson and his panel men-
tion that the container shipping indus-

try may be standing on the brink of 
an “era-de� ning moment” as it faces 
fundamental challenges with growing 
equipment and capacity constraints. To 
overcome this pending storm, the panel 
believes that there needs to be greater 
dialogue between carriers and ocean 
shippers over the next 12 months in an 
effort to create more mutual, economic 
partnerships.

And while this new period of col-
laboration is evolving, we can report 
with some con� dence that shippers 
have established valuable relation-
ships with the 14 carriers sailing away 
with Quest for Quality gold this year. 
It’s these carriers, say the readers 
of Logistics Management, that have 
delivered world-class service over the 
past 12 months.

Leading the group of winners to 
port this year and posting and impres-
sive 48.43 weighted average is Sea Star 
Line. Sea Star put up top marks in 

Value (10.12), IT (8.17), and Customer 
Service (10.02). It’s important to note 
that while Sea Star was among our win-
ners in 2010, the line jumped up 16 
points in its weighted average score this 
year.

Hyundai Merchant Marine pulled 
in second this year after missing the 
cut in 2010. Hyundai posted a 46.34 
weighted average and put up the best 
On-time Performance score (11.38). 
Matson Navigation rounds out our 
key attribute winners in the ocean 
category this year with an inspiring 
9.50, a clear half a point higher than 
the � eld.

We had a number of repeat win-
ners from 2010 in this category includ-
ing OOCL (46.01), “K” Line America, 
Inc. (45.03), Atlantic Container Line 
(44.98), APL (44.91), Maersk Line 
(44.87), Evergreen (44.39), Hanjin 
Shipping (44.00), Horizon Lines 
(43.29), and Crowley Liner Services 
(43.23). Hapag-Lloyd (44.92) and NYK 
Line (44.80) are welcomed back to the 
winner’s circle this year after missing 
the cut in 2010. 
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Tops on the high seas

Ocean carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Sea Star Line

Hyundai Merchant Marine

OOCL

Matson Navigation

"K" Line America Inc.

Atlantic Container Line

Hapag-Lloyd

APL

Maersk Line

NYK Line

Evergreen Line

Hanjin Shipping

Horizon Lines

Crowley Liner Services

AVERAGE

Value

10.12

10.09

9.92

8.80

9.78

9.61

9.39

9.18

9.22

9.50

9.90

9.39

8.40

9.00

9.38

Information 
technology

8.17

7.10

7.84

7.75

7.48

7.00

7.39

7.67

7.81

7.33

7.46

7.21

7.16

7.17

7.06

Customer 
service

10.02

8.82

8.68

8.83

8.68

9.62

8.76

8.86

8.61

9.04

8.57

8.36

8.73

8.00

8.33

Equipment &
operations

8.87

8.94

8.87

9.50

8.70

8.36

8.69

8.76

8.76

8.64

8.48

8.60

8.43

8.50

8.32

11.25

11.38

10.70

10.93

10.40

10.38

10.68

10.43

10.47

10.30

9.98

10.44

10.57

10.57

10.02

On-time
performance

48.43

46.34

46.01

45.81

45.03

44.98

44.92

44.91

44.87

44.80

44.39

44.00

43.29

43.23

43.12

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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right part. right place. right time.  

NGL Customers, thank you for recognizing the hard work and dedication of our team!

If you want to see why our customers rave 
about our service call: 800.938.1809
or visit our web site: www.nglog.com

for a free evaluation.

NGL Transportation Services:
� Same Day Local
� Same Day Air
� International NFO
� Priority Airfreight
� International Airfreight 
� Trade Compliance & Customs
� Ocean Shipping
� Freight Brokerage
� Parts Swap Out
� AOG
� Charter
� Reverse Logistics
� Time Critical Transportation

NGL Logistics & Supply Chain:
Contract Logistics �

Multi-Tenant Warehousing �

Service Parts Logistics �

E-Commerce Fulfillment �

Distribution �

Manufacturing Support Services �

Corporate Headquarters
320 Interlocken Parkway, Suite 100

Broomfield, CO 80021

Phone: 800.938.1809
www.nglog.com

800.938.1809 / www.nglog.com
right part. right place. right time. 
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according to our reporting over 
the past eight months, the third-party 
logistics (3PL) industry is surging again 
after seeing � at growth in the heart of 
the Great Recession. 

However, those closest to the 3PL 
market agree that this growth trend could 
reach a plateau in the coming years due 
to a number of looming economic uncer-
tainties, not the least of which is the price 
of oil—which could, in fact, send global 
trade numbers tumbling and increase 
domestic and cross-border moves.

But, for the time being, the 3PL mar-
ket is enjoying a resurgence. According 
to Armstrong & Associates’ most recent 
market analysis, revenues and pro� tabil-
ity increased over the course of 2010 in 
all four of 3PL segments it covers. Gross 
revenue increases ranged from 12.9 per-
cent to 30.1 percent and were up 19.4 
percent overall from 2009, while overall 
net income increased 23.4 percent in 
2010 over 2009 levels. 

In fact, Armstrong analysts say that 

2009 was the only negative growth 
year since the � rm began tracking the 
results in 1995. While the latest num-
bers are very encouraging, the market 
needs to keep in mind that 2009 was 
a bad a year for just about every player 
in logistics and transportation services. 

Improved global trade has certainly 
had a lot to do with the improved num-
bers, yet market analysts also contend 
that domestic and cross-border activity is 
a key driver to current 3PL growth—and 
could become an even bigger part of the 
3PL services market as more U.S.-based 
multinationals consider shifting sourcing 
strategies closer to home.

And while shippers are consider-
ing new global and domestic networks, 
we can be sure that the 3PLs making 
the grade on our list below will most 
certainly be part of the strategy. This 
year, the readers of Logistics Manage-
ment have voted 16 3PLs into the 2011 
Quest for Quality winners’ circle.

Leading our list of providers this year 

is � rst-time winner Network Global 
Logistics with an impressive weighted 
average of 45.19. Network also took top 
spot in four of the � ve attribute catego-
ries, scoring 8.94 in Carrier Selection/
Negotiation, 9.72 in Order Ful� llment, 
9.31 in Transportation/Distribution, 
and 8.48 in Inventory Management. 
C.H. Robinson posted a 8.82 in Infor-
mation Systems to lead the pack in this 
increasingly important category.

It’s interesting to note that only six 
out of this year’s 16 are repeat winners 
from our 2010 results. Making the cut 
after missing last year are Network 
Global, C.H. Robinson, Yusen Logis-
tics (41.78), Expeditors (40.67), DHL 
Solutions (39.80), Landstar (39.56), 
Menlo Worldwide (39.30), Kuehne + 
Nagel Logistics (38.78), YRC (38.18), 
and CEVA Logistics (37.28).

Repeating this year are second best 
weighted average scorer Transplace 
(34.21), FedEx Supply Chain Services 
(42.08), APL Logistics (40.75), Uny-
son Logistics (39.86), Exel (37.34), and 
Ryder Supply Chain Solutions (36.71). 
This year marks the third year in a row 
for Ryder, FedEx, and Exel. 
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Back on the rise

Third-party logistics companies
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Network Global Logistics

Transplace

C.H. Robinson Worldwide

FedEx Supply Chain Services

Yusen Logistics

APL Logistics

Expeditors

Unyson Logistics (Hub Group)

DHL Solutions

Landstar

Menlo Worldwide Logistics

Kuehne + Nagel Logistics 

YRC Worldwide

Exel

CEVA Logistics

Ryder Supply Chain Solutions

AVERAGE

Order
fulfillment

9.72

9.48

8.74

9.12

8.56

8.60

9.12

7.90

8.79

8.12

8.16

8.15

7.90

7.76

8.10

7.90

7.47

Transportation/
Distribution

9.31

8.82

8.79

9.03

8.99

8.49

8.45

8.11

7.89

8.44

8.25

8.15

8.06

7.87

7.28

7.76

7.48

Inventory
management

8.48

7.77

7.73

7.04

7.33

7.99

7.37

7.91

7.22

7.10

7.37

6.40

6.66

6.66

7.22

6.38

6.65

Logistics
information

systems

8.74

8.67

8.82

8.67

8.05

7.79

7.64

8.18

7.92

8.05

7.36

8.01

7.89

7.11

6.92

6.75

7.32

8.94

8.47

8.47

8.22

8.85

7.88

8.09

7.76

7.98

7.85

8.16

8.07

7.67

7.94

7.76

7.92

7.62

Carrier selection/
Negotiation

45.19

43.21

42.55

42.08

41.78

40.75

40.67

39.86

39.80

39.56

39.30

38.78

38.18

37.34

37.28

36.71

36.54

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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while every freight transportation 
mode took a � nancial hit during the 
Great Recession, no other mode had 
to navigate the level of global volatility 
that the air cargo sector faced.

In fact, events affecting the air cargo 
industry over the past 12 months seem 
almost biblical: tornados, earthquakes, 
tsunamis, terrorism, wars, revolutions, 
volcanoes, as well as failing economies 
and continued sky rocketing oil prices.

As our air cargo correspondent Karen 
Thuermer reported in LM’s State of Logis-
tics Report last month, the world’s air 
cargo carriers should be applauded for 
the work they’ve done to maintain a high 
level of service during these trying times. 

And while the air sector certainly 
did gain some � nancial altitude over 
the course of 2010, they’re still look-
ing for a patch of smooth air in 2011. 
According to analyst and association 
reports, despite the fact that air freight 
revenues rose 11.2 percent in 2010, 

the sector hit the wall by the end of 
the year. Most of that growth was in 
the � rst half 2010, but by mid-year it 
retracted as retailers, facing disappoint-
ing sales projections, turned largely to 
moving shipments by ocean.

Recent reports indicate that air car-
riers saw business continue to dwindle 
during the � rst half of 2011 as custom-
ers, facing higher transportation costs 
due to rising oil prices, continued to 
go with cheaper options whenever pos-
sible. Outgoing International Air Trans-
port Association (IATA) director gen-
eral Giovanni Bisignani recently stated 
that the association expects the pro� t 
margin for 2011 to be a very disappoint-
ing 0.7 percent, with overall pro� ts 
coming in at $4 billion, down a hefty 78 
percent from 2010.

Any way the analysts slice it, the air 
cargo business has shown remarkable 
resilience over the past two years—and 
shippers have shown their appreciation. 

According to the readers of Logistics 
Management, the 11 carriers below have 
weathered the storms and have landed 
safely as 2011 Quest for Quality winners.

First to the gate again this year is 
Southwest Airlines with a category-high 
50.29 weighted average. To reach this 
lofty altitude, the carrier posted top 
marks in On-time performance (12.92), 
Value (10.98), and Customer Service 
(10.46). Virgin Atlantic was right on 
their tail this year with a 49.47 overall 
weighted average. Virgin tied with Singa-
pore Airlines (47.96) for the top score in 
Equipment & Operations attribute cate-
gory (8.50). Lufthansa, which improved 
its 2010 winning score by more than 10 
points this year, put up top marks in the 
IT attribute category (8.63).

We found quite a bit of continuity in 
this year’s list of winners. In fact, 9 of 
the 11 listed won Quest for Quality gold 
last year—and in nearly the same order. 
The only 2011 winners that missed the 
cut in 2010 are Cathay Paci� c (46.58) 
and United Cargo (44.05).
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AIR CARRIERS

Resilient leaders

Air cargo carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

Southwest Airlines

Virgin Atlantic

Singapore Airlines (SIA)

Lufthansa

Nippon Cargo Airlines

Cathay Pacific

Alaska Air Cargo

KLM

EVA Cargo

United Cargo

Japan Airlines

AVERAGE

Value

10.98

10.02

9.33

8.77

9.91

9.45

8.87

8.72

9.24

8.87

8.00

8.87

Information 
technology

8.08

8.62

7.97

8.63

7.70

7.75

7.00

7.67

7.35

7.75

7.35

7.38

Customer 
service

10.46

10.15

9.78

9.36

9.28

8.89

9.50

8.64

8.80

9.29

8.95

8.51

Equipment &
operations

7.85

8.50

8.50

8.35

7.75

7.97

8.08

7.75

7.82

7.92

7.77

7.60

12.92

12.18

12.38

12.44

12.10

12.51

12.27

11.38

10.91

10.22

11.89

10.95

On-time 
performance

50.29

49.47

47.96

47.55

46.74

46.58

45.71

44.17

44.12

44.05

43.96

43.31

Overall score

Air express carriers
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

United States Postal Service

FedEx Express

AVERAGE

Value

10.27

9.30

8.99

Information 
technology

9.00

8.77

8.07

Customer 
service

9.24

8.37

8.37

Equipment  &
operations

8.66

8.31

7.97

10.06

12.52

11.18

On-time
performance

48.72

45.61

44.59

Overall score

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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while international cargo levels
certainly improved over the course of 
2010, our current reporting � nds that 
the global trading system still seems to 
be experiencing a high level of volatility 
region by region.

Over the past 12 months, the world’s 
freight forwarders witnessed improved 
business throughout Europe and the 
U.S., as well as a mini-air-cargo boom 
across most of the Asia-Paci� c region. 
And, as we roll through the current year, 
analyst forecasts call for speci� c areas of 
improvement that may be re� ected in an 
uneven performance of the overall for-
warding industry at the end of 2011. 

According to John Manners-Bell, 
CEO of London-based analyst � rm 
Transport Intelligence (Ti), the recent 
trends point to improved exports out of 
the U.S. and Europe, especially Ger-
many, over the next six to 12 months. 
However, he adds that the Asia-Paci� c 
markets are in for a bit of lull compared 
to the quick pace the region was on in 
terms of freight movement in early 2010 
when many multinationals were busy re-
stocking or re-locating depleted inventory.

However, Manners-Bell tells Execu-
tive Editor Patrick Burnson that he 
believes that the world’s forwarders 
are going to start seeing a return to 

“normality” over the coming years with 
more traditional growth 
patterns as global mar-
kets eventually stabilize. 
In fact, Burnson digs 
into Ti’s complete Global 
Freight Forwarding 2011
report in the September 
issue of LM. 

And while market 
volatility may still be with 
us for now, we can report 
with some assurance that 
the nine forwarders listed 
below were able to offer 
shippers world-class ser-
vice despite myriad oper-
ating challenges.

Leading the category 
this year is Lynden Air 
Freight with a 46.54 
overall weighted average. 
While Lynden posted 
the top score in On-time 
Performance (11.84), 
we � nd that the other 
top attribute scores were 
spread all over the board. 
Kintetsu World Express 
posted the top mark 
in Value (10.50); ship-
pers say UPS SonicAir 

has some of the best IT (8.46); Yusen 
Logistics lead the way in Customer 
Service (9.71); while Pilot Freight 
Services pulls in with the top score in 
Equipment & Operations (7.98).
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FREIGHT FORWARDERS

Reining supreme in a volatile market

Freight forwarders
(Bold indicates leader in attribute category)

  Lynden Air Freight

  Kintetsu World Express

  FedEx Trade Networks

  Pilot Freight Services

  Yusen Logistics

  Nippon Express USA

  Expeditors International Express

  UPS SonicAir

  Panalpina

AVERAGE

Value

9.71

10.50

9.25

9.69

9.60

9.24

8.53

7.35

9.48

8.82

Information 
technology

7.88

7.00

8.45

7.40

7.27

7.00

8.06

8.46

6.70

7.35

Customer 
service

9.25

9.14

8.81

8.96

9.71

9.40

9.08

9.00

8.34

8.47

Equipment  &
operations

7.86

7.77

7.93

7.98

7.65

7.45

7.07

7.65

7.58

7.24

11.84

11.66

11.62

10.94

10.63

11.52

11.38

11.20

10.40

10.60

On-time 
performance

46.54

46.07

46.06

44.98

44.86

44.61

44.12

43.66

42.50

42.49

Overall score

2011 Quest for Quality: 
Editor’s Note

The editorial staff of Logistics Management would like 
to thank the 4,575 readers who took time out of their busy 
days to complete and submit the 2011 Quest for Quality 
ballots. Your time, effort, and insight have helped Logis-
tics Management maintain the Quest for Quality as the 
premier benchmark study for logistics and transporta-
tion quality and service for nearly three decades.

Questionnaires for this year’s Quest for Quality were 
sent February through May, 2011. Sample members were 
selected for each category and were sent an invitation 
via email asking for their participation in this year’s 
survey. The invitation included a URL linked to a dedi-
cated website which contained the questionnaire, and 
responses were collected and tallied by a third-party, 
independent data collection facility.

In accordance with tradition, Logistics Management 
will hold an awards dinner during the Council of Sup-
ply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) An-
nual Conference. This year’s event will take place on 
Wednesday, October 5, 2011, at the Philadelphia Mar-
riott from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. The Quest for Quality 
Awards Dinner is one of the most anticipated evenings 
on the logistics and supply chain yearly calendar. 

Our entire editorial staff will be on hand to congratu-
late the 2011 Quest for Quality winners. 

For more information on attending please go to 
www.logisticsmgmt.com/q4q2011.

All table information provided by Logistics Management and Peerless Media Research Group
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for nearly 30 years, Logistics 
Management’s Quest for Qual-
ity has been regarded in the 
transportation and logistics 
industry as the most impor-
tant measure of customer 
satisfaction and performance 
excellence—and the annual 
Quest for Quality Awards 
Dinner has been widely con-
sidered the best evening of 
the year for carrier and 3PL 
executive networking.

This year’s awards dinner 
will take place on Wednes-
day, October 5, at the Phil-
adelphia Marriott from 
6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., 
the � nal evening of the Coun-
cil of Supply Chain Manage-
ment Professionals (CSCMP) 
Annual Conference. Our 
entire editorial staff will be in 
attendance this year to present the 2011 Quest for Quality 
Awards to the 111 winners.  

Following cocktails, dinner, and the awards presentation, 
our guests will be treated to a performance by Bill Herz, 

the reknown comedian/magi-
cian who’s been featured on The 
Tonight Show and Late Night with 
David Letterman.

If you’re 
interested in 
attending this 
year’s dinner, 
please go to 
logisticsmgmt.com/q4q2011 for more 
details on how to get your tickets. But 
move quickly, we have a full house every 
year.

attendance this year to present the 2011 Quest for Quality the reknown comedian/magi-

Attendees will enjoy a full evening 
of dining and networking before 
stepping up to the podium to receive 
their awards. Following the formal 
presentation, the room will be 
entertained by Bill Herz (above), the 
reknown comedian/magician who’s 
been featured on the The Tonight 
Show and Late Night with David 
Letterman.

2011 Quest for Quality Awards dinner set for October 5
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    2011 Ocean Shipping ROundtable:

Resetting strategy
BY patRick buRnSOn, executive editor 

Just how sincere are shippers and ocean carriers when 
they say they want to improve collaboration efforts on 
the high seas?

As Logistics Management readers know, the first 
half of 2011 marked a changed attitude among ocean 

carrier executives who voiced positions of compromise and 
a new service-oriented attitude. But now we’re not sure if 
ocean shippers are really buying it.

We’ve gathered a trio of prominent association executives 
and industry insiders to hear their opinions on how the new 
“era of collaboration” is progressing. Our panel also weighs 
in on the potential impact the Panama Canal expansion will 
have on U.S. ports as well as the possible affect growing 
equipment and capacity constraints could have on this year’s 
Peak Season. 

This year’s panel consists of Robin Lanier, executive direc-
tor of the Waterfront Coalition, a group of concerned busi-
ness interests representing shippers and transportation pro-
viders; Peter Friedmann, executive director of the Agriculture 
Transportation Coalition that monitors government and com-
mercial activity related to ocean shipping; and Don Pisano, 
ocean cargo chairman for the National Industrial Transporta-
tion League and vice president in charge of imports for the 
American Coffee Corp. 

Logistics Management: There’s been a lot of talk about 
collaboration over the years, but carriers today genuinely seem 
to be pursuing shipper feedback. In fact, in a recent speech 
made by Maersk Line CEO Eivind Kolding, he noted “funda-
mental changes” in the shipper/carrier relationship. Has this 
really been case?

Don Pisano: I believe that shippers are encouraged by the 
remarks made by Mr. Kolding and other executives in the liner 
community for trying to develop closer working relationships 
with their customers. Clearly there is a need for a greater dia-
logue between carriers and shippers to bring about fundamen-

tal changes, which will lead to better economic partnerships.  
Robin Lanier: I have always thought that the Ocean 

Shipping Act of 1999 created a new environment for col-
laboration between shippers and carriers. However, the need 
for discussion continues, and shippers will need to focus 
on issues that extend beyond rates. For example, shippers 
should be working with carriers to improve the movement of 
their freight through and beyond marine terminal gates. 

Peter Freidmann: I agree. While it’s true that ocean car-
riers are more sensitive to shipper needs and objectives, it 
may be because the major ocean carriers are expressing less 
interest in collaborative pricing and service contract policies. 
The presidents of Maersk and MSC have, in recent months, 
declared their independence from the talking and pricing 
agreements and have expressed their willingness to work and 
prosper in an environment in which ocean carrier confer-
ences no longer exist.

LM: Meanwhile, the ocean carriers have given up on being 
in the chassis business. What new pressure does this put on 
shippers?

Friedmann: Frankly, the carrier initiative to divest them-
selves of chassis appears to be a much more important issue to 
the carriers than it is to the shippers. This may change, but for 
now, shippers perceive that carriers are delaying their chassis 
divestiture and that the trucker will provide the chassis.

Lanier: I take a little bit of an exception to the assertion 
that carriers have gotten out of the chassis business. For 
store-door customers not much has changed. In fact, the 
changes seem to apply mostly to merchant haulage where 
the shipper arranges for drayage services. Under this model, 
truckers will need to provide chassis on behalf of their cus-
tomers, and shippers can expect to see invoices for the use 
of chassis.  

Pisano: That’s right…and for each line not providing 
a chassis, we must factor into our freight calculations the 

last year, shippers were concerned that they would be scrambling for 
capacity as the recovering economy generated cargo demand—but that 
scenario failed to play out. With vestiges of the recession still lingering, 
it’s the carriers who have gone back to the war room.

tRanSpORtatiOn beSt pRacticeS/tRendS
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Gary Hovland

expected additional costs per container when comparing rates 
among our ocean carriers. That is particularly burdensome on 
distribution centers and public warehouses when scheduling 
the unloading of containers received from multiple clients 
using various ocean carriers, some with free chassis and some 
bearing a daily chassis rental fee.  

LM: Capacity concerns are also top of mind these days. Is 
there any indication that carriers are getting better at reposi-
tioning boxes for your constituents during Peak Season?

Pisano: We believe 
that there will be contin-

ued tightness in 20-foot dry 
containers coming out of Asia. 

However, 40-foot containers are 
available and can be substituted 

provided sufficient vessel space 
remains available. I would caution 

shippers to expect minimal shipment 
delays due to vessel and equipment capac-

ity shortages through the Peak Season.
Friedmann: There have been many 

reports that there will be capacity constraints 
in the form of container shortages during the 

course of 2011 and particularly during Peak Sea-
son. However, the freight rate trends don’t suggest 

that anyone really believes that there will be container short-
ages or capacity constraints. It appears that the demand for 
ocean transportation services is declining; and there may not 
even be a Peak Season this year. 

LM: By all accounts, intermodal is gaining on pure-play 
trucking moves. Will this trend continue?

Friedmann: Indeed it will. With increased cost of trucking 
on the horizon, due to increased cost of fuel and the antici-
pated new hours-of-service (HOS) regulations, cargo will con-
tinue to be driven off the trucks and onto the railroad. 
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The Obama Administration is pro-
posing HOS regulations that will 
increase the cost of trucking between 
9 percent and 11 percent. In addition, 
the administration is eliminating a long-
standing truck safety measurement 
database, which is increasing some of 
the risk associated with trucking and 
putting the burden on the shipper to 
identify the safer truckers. This will 
also increase the costs to the shipper. 
(See Special Report, page 70). 

LM: Are there any indications that 
barge moves are going to ramp up as well?

Pisano: We would be very support-
ive of increased use of our marine high-
ways, but clearly their development 
needs to be part of a long-term national 
freight transportation plan with public/
private projects added.

Friedmann: I agree with Don. There 
are many advocates for short-sea ship-
ping, and maritime commerce as an 
alternative to congested surface trans-
portation makes sense, but it has been 
slow to be adopted. As long as time is of 
the essence, trucking will have a com-
petitive advantage over waterborne com-
merce. However, waterborne commerce 
offers fuel efficiencies and cost savings. 
Should there be a trucking shortage in 
the future, waterborne alternatives will 
become more attractive. 

LM: What are the major regulatory 
obstacles ocean shippers will face in the 
remainder of 2011? Any hidden agendas 
we should be aware of?

Lanier: I don’t see any major regula-
tory obstacles for the remainder of 2011 
that would cause heartburn for ocean 
shippers; but that’s not to say that we are 
expecting calm seas. We’re certainly fol-
lowing the proposed HOS for trucking 
as well as the efforts around the country 
to mandate the employment status of 
harbor truckers. Earlier this year a pro-
posal popped up in the California legis-
lature that reclassified all port truckers 
as employees. It should come as no sur-
prise that advocates for this policy are 
hard at work in other state capitols. 

Pisano: Expect Customs to be 
more aggressive in ensuring timely 
and accurate Importer Security Fil-
ings (ISF) and asserting “do not load” 
orders and assessing penalties—at least 

for the most delinquent of ISF filers. 
Also expect that the implementation of 
the recently enacted FDA Food Safety 
Modernization Act will impose signifi-
cant new requirements on food, drug, 
and commodity importers.

Freidmann: The greatest obstacle 
faced by U.S. agriculture and for-
est products exporters is the growing 
impediments on exports imposed by 
Customs within the Department of 
Homeland Security. Long accustomed 
to closely regulating, scrutinizing, and 
penalizing imports, Customs is bringing 
the same approach to exports: imposing 
needlessly burdensome data require-
ments on exporters, imposing unneces-
sary and unjustifiable delays and holds 
on exports, and imposing draconian 
penalties on exporters for the most 
minor clerical errors. 

LM: Many Gulf and East Coast sea-
ports are investing in infrastructure to 
handle more traffic when the Panama 
Canal is expanded in 2014. Will there 
be a major shift away from West Coast 
ports as a consequence?

Lanier: Right now, many shippers 
are expecting a modest rebalancing of 
cargo, but we’re not anticipating a sud-
den onslaught of cargo hitting East and 
Gulf Coast ports. This modest rebal-
ancing will take place gradually. 

As of today, many East and Gulf 
Coast ports have the terminal and rail 
capacity to manage more freight. How-
ever, only a few of these ports have the 
channel depths to accept much bigger 
vessels. And, of course, there are con-
gestion issues with road and rail infra-
structure along the I-95 corridor, which 
raise some concerns. 

Pisano: That’s a good point, but we 
still expect to see a shift from the West 

Coast ports toward all-water services to 
the Gulf Coast ports, particularly for 
lower valued products that are less sen-
sitive to longer transit times.

Friedmann: Well, I view it as a 
mixed bag. West Coast cargo gate-
ways are, in many cases, naturally deep 
enough to handle the world’s largest 
container vessels, with virtually unlim-
ited draft available at ports of Los Ange-
les, Long Beach, Seattle, and Tacoma. 
There’s also 50 feet in Oakland and 40 
feet in Portland. The intermodal rail 
connections are unsurpassed in pro-
viding speed to market from the West 
Coast ports. 

On the other hand, West Coast ports 
are facing challenges, such as efforts to 
ban independent owner operator dray 
truck drivers, and productivity data 
suggests that cargo loading and unload-
ing simply takes longer at West Coast 
ports. Many shippers may prefer an all-
water route, especially if the time can 
be cut through the canal.

LM: West Coast ports are facing other 
challenges as well. As Peter points out, 
dockside labor is always an issue, and in 
Southern California, the PierPass expense 
has been a concern. Will there be a signifi-
cant loss of cargo as a consequence?

Pisano: Yes. As I mentioned ear-
lier, there will be a significant change 
in many shipper strategies and cargo 
diversions due to these issues.

Lanier: I disagree. We’re not expect-
ing large-scale cargo diversions. The busi-
ness climate for shippers using Southern 
California can be difficult times, and 
those ports are more expensive because 
of PierPass and other fees, but I believe 
that most of the discretionary cargo that 
could move easily to other ports, has 
already left Southern California.  

The fact remains that the ports of 
Los Angeles and Long Beach still have 
many advantages in terms of speed to 
destination that can’t be matched by 
other ports on either the West Coast or 
the East Coast. In addition, many ship-
pers have invested heavily in distribu-
tion warehousing in Southern Califor-
nia, and this legacy investment keeps 
business in the area.  M

Patrick Burnson is Executive Editor of 
Logistics Management

2011 Ocean Shipping Roundtable
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“While it’s true that 
carriers are more sensitive 
to shipper needs and 
objectives, it may be 
because the major ocean 
carriers are expressing less 
interest in collaborative 
pricing and service contract 
policies.”  —Peter Friedmann 
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supply chain and logistics technology

BY bridget mccrea, contriButing editor

W
ith tablet computers and handheld devices main-
taining their tight grip on the business world, it 
just makes sense that the logistics sector would 
continue its forward momentum toward a time 
when wires are a thing of the past. 

Long talked about in supply chain circles, goals like “real 
time” and “visibility” are already coming to fruition for tech-
savvy shippers that integrate wireless, RFID, and other 

mobile technologies into their operations. 
Over the next few pages we’ll take a look at just how much 

traction mobile technologies have gained in today’s supply 
chain, discuss the benefits of RFID and wireless integra-
tions, and highlight what barriers to adoption still remain. 
We’ll also illustrate just how close we are to real-time supply 
chain management and logistics visibility—and how far we 
have to go before we get there.

logistics professionals are 
certainly moving toward mobile 
applications to improve overall 
supply chain operations, but 
just how fast is it happening? 
our technology correspondent 
gives us a reality check. 

Wireless update:
moving at the speed of   light
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Harnessing tHe speed of ligHt 
When Simon Ellis, practice director for analyst firm IDC 

Manufacturing Insights, talks to logistics professionals about 
real-time visibility made possible by wireless technology 
these days, he hears a lot of grumbling about how the rapid 
advancements make it difficult to make good purchase deci-
sions. 

“One supply chain executive told me that by the time he 

goes through the six-month purchase approval pro-
cess at his firm for wireless technology, three gen-
erations of smart phones have come and gone,” says 
Ellis.

Credit “speed-of-light” technology advancements 
with creating those and other frustrations as ship-
pers strive to implement the latest wireless and 
RFID technologies without breaking the bank, or 
falling behind. “The clock speed of innovation for 
mobility tools,” says Ellis, “tends to be much more 
rapid than that of the supply chain itself.” 

Coming up with a business case for those speed-
of-light technology options isn’t always clear cut 
either, says Ellis. After all, it’s hard to put a price 
tag on advantages like “better access to informa-
tion” and “reductions in shipper errors.” Translating 
those benefits into tangible business results “can be 
extremely tricky,” says Ellis. 

Despite the roadblocks, logistics professionals are 
pushing into the wireless world on a steady basis. 
In its June 2011 report entitled Incorporating Mobil-
ity into Sales and Marketing in the Consumer Pack-
aged Goods Industry, for example, IDC analyzed the 
potential opportunities for mobility once integrated 
into the sales and marketing function of the CPG 
industry. 

IDC reports that mobile applications and devices 
are penetrating the sales and marketing organization 
at a “staggering pace,” and expects total worldwide 
smartphone shipments to reach 925.7 million units 
by 2015 (compared to 450 million in 2011). Com-

puter tablets like the iPad, Motorola XOOM, and Samsung 
Galaxy Tab are also growing in popularity, and are on pace to 
reach shipments of roughly 50 million units in 2011 (up 18 
million units in 2010). 

Expect to see at least a portion of those mobile devices in 
the warehouse, where more shippers are gravitating toward  
wireless environments. In those logistics environments, Zim-
merman says requirements for specific key sizes—and the abil-
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Wireless Update:
Moving at the speed of   light
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ity to withstand multiple, 6-foot drops 
to a concrete floor—have given way to 
durable devices that share the operating 
systems, processors, communications, 
batteries, and even peripheralization 
with their more ruggedized brethren. 

“While there will continue to be a 
market for ruggedized applications,” 
says Zimmerman, “many day-to-day 
logistics tasks will be able to utilize 
durable solutions for their data collec-
tion requirements.”

Credit advancements in wire-
less communication infrastructures 

with helping to boost those num-
bers. According to Tim Zimmerman, 
research director of network infrastruc-
ture, mobility, and RFID at Gartner, the 
ratification of 802.11n combined with 
advancements in RFID capabilities, 
have made the wireless world more 
inviting for shippers. On the wireless 
local access network (LAN) side, for 
example, Zimmerman says the tech-
nology itself has stabilized over the last 
couple of years, thus opening the door 
for more data collection opportunities.

Not all shippers are reaping the 
rewards of these wireless advance-
ments, although many are looking to 
upgrade and begin seeing those ben-

efits. “A lot of [shippers] in the ware-
house and distribution sector still have 
a lot of the old technology installed,” 
Zimmerman says, “and are looking to 
integrate the value and cost advantages 
of an 802.11n solution.”

That movement is also being driven 
by the fact that wireless handset pro-
viders like Motorola are rolling out 
802.11n-capable devices. “That’s send-
ing a signal to the industry that now is 
the time to upgrade wireless infrastruc-
tures to support those handhelds,” says 
Zimmerman, “and tap into the value that 

they provide.” 
Part of the growth in wireless will 

come from the handheld market, where 
durable devices are gaining popularity 
among shippers that increasingly want 
to handle their warehouse and trans-
portation operations without the hassle 
of wires. “The cost profiles and func-
tionality of handheld devices is mak-
ing their adoption more advantageous 
for companies,” says Zimmerman, who 
points out that improved Wi-Fi net-
works, Wi-Fi hot spots, and better cel-
lular capabilities are all playing a role in 
the evolution. 

Looking ahead, Zimmerman sees 
wireless adoption growing by about 30 

percent annually among businesses, and 
says that number will continue to be 
driven by the new spectrum of network 
services being put in front of shippers. 
“Eight out of the nine firms we track in 
the enterprise LAN space are buying 
wireless companies, and the rest have 
strategic alliances with leading manu-
facturers,” Zimmerman says. “Everyone 
is getting their foot in the door.”  

Finally, Zimmerman expects an 
uptick for wireless in the next 24 
months to 36 months as enterprises 
convert their 802.11g wireless supply 

chain infrastructure to 802.11n. 
“This move will not be driven by 
the need for additional capacity,” 
says Zimmerman, “but by other 
factors that include the end of life 
of the older, 802.11g equipment, 
which may have been in service 
for up to eight years; announce-
ments from data collection 
mobile client suppliers regard-
ing the launch of new, 802.11n 

devices; and the introduction of new 
durable devices and applications being 
added the networks.”

RFID comes oF age
When Drew Nathanson, director of 

research operations for VDC Research, 
tracks the use of RFID in the sup-
ply chain, he sees explosive growth 
within the retail sector, and respect-
able adoption rates among other users. 
The transportation sector as a whole, 
for example, comprised 28 percent of 
the total RFID market in 2010. “We 
expect that number to increase slightly 
in 2011,” says Nathanson, who credits 
the retail sector with driving much of 
that growth.

“We’ve seen RFID use more than 
double in some markets, with tag vol-
umes reaching well into the billion-
plus units right now,” says Nathanson. 
“It’s going really strong, with Wal-Mart 
as one of the biggest consumers.” The 
large retailer is right now equipping its 
stores with RFID technology that tracks 
men’s apparel and jeans, for example, 
and will soon expand that coverage into 
its women’s apparel and other products. 
“Each time Wal-Mart adds a new  SKU 
to its RFID program,” says Nathanson, 
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Global RFID solutions in transportation/logistics
(includes all hardware, software, and services)
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“ one supply chain executive told me that by the time he 
goes through the six-month purchase approval process 
at his firm for wireless technology, three generations of 
smart phones have come and gone.”

 —Simon Ellis, IDC Manufacturing Insights
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“you wind up with millions more tags 
being used annually.”

One of RFID’s biggest barriers to 
adoption—high tag costs—continues 
to hold shippers back from investing 
in the technology, although Nathanson 
says prices for active tags are trending 
downward. “Depending on the func-

tionality, active tags run $10 to $50 
each,” he says. “Passive solutions—
such as those used in retail—are run-
ning 10 cents to 12 cents a tag.” Even 
with the high costs of the tags them-
selves, Nathanson says that the value 
of the RFID solution now more than 
compensates for the cost. “It’s not really 

the price of the tag, but the price to tag 
and the value that the shipper gets out 
of it,” he adds.

Ellis concurs, and says that the bene-
fits that shippers glean from their RFID 
implementations have been largely 
publicized, and typically revolve around 
inventory visibility. “It’s about knowing        
where things are at all points in time,” 
says Ellis, “and the ability to commu-
nicate more clearly to customers about 
where items are and when they’re going 
to be delivered.” 

Expect more logistics organizations 
to explore their RFID and wireless 
options in the future, and more ven-
dors to come up with innovative ways 
for those managers to make visibility 
gains and other efficiencies, especially 
inside the four walls. “Right now we’re 
seeing a lot of convergence with other 
solutions—from bar coding to voice 
recognition,” says Nathanson, who 
sees a time when hands-free, eyes-free 
technology is integrated into warehouse 
RFID systems. “That will be a perfect 
fit because it won’t require scanning 
technology, wires, or hands.” 

Other up-and-coming wireless apps 
for the warehouse, DC, and moving 
freight include those that can sense 
and monitor product, particularly food, 
produce and high-value items. “Most 
recently,” says Nathanson, “we’ve seen 
the introduction of passive sensors that 
use film to detect the build-up of gases 
produced by rotting fruit. That’s a use-
ful wireless application for any com-
pany shipping perishable items.”

Expect to see RFID and wireless 
playing a significant role in the supply 
chain as the technology behind those 
solutions improve—and as more com-
panies seek out IT-based solutions to 
help them work more efficiently. With 
technology evolving at the speed of 
light, it will ultimately be up to logis-
tics managers to figure out which 

applications will provide the 
most value—and which can be 
overlooked in favor of future 
options.  M

Bridget McCrea is a 
Contributing Editor for 
Logistics Management 

State of Wireless

Will RFID move into the cloud? 
in a recent report titled Managed 
Services: RFID’s Newest Deployment 
Method and Business Model, VDc Re-
search painted a picture of an RFiD 
market that is ripe for change. With 
cios and it executives looking to 
migrate from traditional purchase-
and-install software, VDc says cloud 
solutions and managed services de-
ployment methods are gaining in popu-
larity across a wide range of compa-
nies, applications, and solutions. 

and believe it or not, RFiD is on that 
list, according to VDc’s Drew nathan-
son. “We’re starting to see traction 
here, namely because using RFiD in the 
cloud mitigates risk for shippers, and it 
can also serve as a source of revenue,” 
he says. “no enterprise wants to invest 
in RFiD infrastructure, but they do want 
to get the benefits out of it. a cloud-
based offering makes that feasible.”

in the basics of a managed services 
model, customers are offered a number 
of material benefits, including reduced 
capital and management overhead risk 
and persistently up‐to‐date and higher 
performing solutions. according to 
VDc, the most powerful value proposi-
tion in managed services RFiD may be 
the shift in deployment risk from cus-
tomers to managed services providers 
(MsPs) and their technology partners.

nathanson says the choice to 
move to a managed RFiD application 
comes down to investment dollars, and 

whether the firm wants to buy, inte-
grate, and maintain the system, or out-
source those functions to a third party 
in exchange for a monthly or annual 
fee. “there are many different man-
aged services models in use, each with 
its own plusses and minuses,” says 
nathanson. “in the end, the ability to 
obtain RFiD value without having to 
invest significantly in infrastructure is a 
major benefit, and in many cases makes 
the RFiD investment easier to justify.”

RFiD managed services is a “great 
idea,” says VDc, and it should be a 
growth business for a number of compa-
nies during the next three years. How-
ever, a number of barriers to adoption 
were cited that are clearly limiting the 
potential now‐ and near‐term penetra-
tion of hosted deployment models. the 
top three barriers are: security, loss of 
control, and vendor lock‐in. Limited cus-
tomization options could also thwart 
the movement of RFiD into the cloud.

challenges aside, VDc says that the 
timing is right for managed services 
RFiD solutions to become a viable op-
tion for shippers, who will gain access 
to “recent and refreshed technology 
solutions,” according to nathanson, 
and someone who is looking out for your 
best interests, and handling the time-
consuming maintenance issues associ-
ated with RFiD infrastructures. “that 
should be a big relief for shippers.”  

—Bridget McCrea, Contributing Editor

“ The value of the RFID solution now more than compensates 
for the cost. It’s not really the price of the tag, but the 
price to tag and the value that the shipper gets out of it.”

—Drew Nathanson, VDC Research
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Near-Shoring/Right-Shoring Strategies:

Weighing the risks 
of global sourcing
BY patRick buRNSoN, executive editor 

R
isk mitigation may now be the top concern among 
supply chain professionals. Given the state of 
today’s volatile world, is it any wonder? 

Natural disasters in Iceland and Japan have 
been highly disruptive, as has the political 

upheaval in the Middle East and emerging markets. Piracy, 
whether it be intellectual or physical, is also an ongoing 
worry. And, of course, there’s the energy card that will poten-
tially put even more stress on already stretched transporta-
tion budgets. 

As a hedge against rising transport costs, many industry 
analysts are advising Fortune 500 clients to weigh the ben-
efits of prevention and response when it comes to managing 
their global pipelines. Dr. Bruce C. Arntzen, senior research 
director at MIT’s Center for Transportation and Logistics, 
says that there are several key drivers pushing a global rever-
sal in sourcing strategies. 

“No discussion of this topic can be started without first 
looking at China,” says Arntzen. “The emerging middle class 
and mass of new consumers will be a major force for change. 
The demand for luxury goods manufactured outside of China 
is going to remake the manufacturing landscape within that 
country. For example, a Gucci bag made in one of the local 
provinces is not going to have the cache of an authentic item 
from northern Italy.”

Furthermore, he says, the sheer quantity of these new 
purchasers of high-end foreign-made goods is impressive. In 
a few years, the number of Chinese middle-class consumers 
will equal the entire U.S. population, says Arntzen. 

“Multinationals hoping to sell the Chinese their own man-
ufactured products are going to take a fall,” he says. “And 

the escalating wage structure in China will soon take away 
another cost-saving advantage.” 

At the same time, a variety of social pressures outside of 
China may transform that country’s manufacturing base as well. 
Global demand for “green” products, for example, is already 
having an impact, says Arntzen. He points to Sourcemap.org, a 
non-profit consumer web site that allows buyers to create open 
supply chains for a wide range of products and services using a 
shared carbon catalog and life cycle assessment (LCA) tools.

“With the complexity in outsourcing from China, the net-
work of sub-contractors is not going to disappear quickly,” 
says Arntzen. “For a new generation of global consumers, the 
carbon footprint is a critical part of the buying process.”

Indeed, even if a multinational is doing everything right 
when it sources from overseas, the perception that it may be 
socially irresponsible can be devastating. “It only takes one epi-
sode,” he says, recalling when a certain Fortune 500 toy-maker 
had a scandal related to lead paint in one of its products.

“The threat did not come from the primary subcontrac-
tor,” he says, “or even the secondary or tertiary subcontractor. 
It came from one of the many obscure providers of services 
that were vital to keeping manufacturing cost down. And 
guess what? The company is still paying for that mistake.”

Finally, says Arntzen, the risk of losing intellectual prop-
erty and control over inventory is changing the way compa-
nies plan for outsourcing. 

LaboR-iNteNSive fiRSt to Shift
Data from Panjiva, an online search engine with detailed 

information on global suppliers and manufacturers, however,  
suggests that it’s too soon to see a major shift in outsourcing.

as more attention is being paid to volatility in the supply chain, many 
shippers are reassessing their global sourcing and distribution strategies. 
Will multinationals retreat to a hemispheric, near-shoring model or opt 
for a hybrid that maintains an international component?

gLobaL LogiSticS
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“The trade deficit with China has grown of late, suggesting 
that the U.S. is more dependent on China, not less,” says Pan-
jiva CEO Josh Green. “This is despite the fact that sourcing 
executives are talking incessantly about moving beyond China.” 

This is, in part, due to the fact that sourcing executives are 
finding it difficult to move beyond China quickly, Green adds. 
Also, China is growing more dominant, not less, in high-tech 
industries.

“For instance, we pulled data on harmonized trade, which 
captures the electronics and electrical machinery,” he says. “In 
the most recent three-month period for which data is available, 

China actually increased 
its share of the U.S. import 
market from 32.3 percent to 
33.4 percent.”

In contrast, adds Green, 
Mexico dropped from 22.9 
percent to 19.9 percent. 
“The one notable bright 
spot in the Western Hemi-
sphere is Costa Rica, which 
has grown—but still has a 
tiny share of the market.”

However, in lower-tech, 
labor-intensive products, like  
apparel, Panjiva is seeing 
more movement to the West-
ern Hemisphere. In the most 
recent three-month period 
for which this data is avail-
able, China lost 1.7 points of 
market share—though it still 
retains a massive one-third of 
the U.S. import market. Of 
the 10 countries that gained 
share in the labor-intensive 
sector, five are in the West-
ern Hemisphere (Haiti, Hon-
duras, El Salvador, Nicara-
gua, and Peru). 

Near-shoriNg: 
advaNtage Mexico

According to a recent 
poll of 80 C-level execu-
tives across more than 15 
industries by AlixPartners 
LLP, a global business and 
supply chain advisory firm, 
63 percent of senior execu-
tives chose Mexico as the 
most attractive locale for 

re-sourcing manufacturing operations closer to the U.S. 
market, compared with just 19 percent who would re-
source to the U.S. 

According to the findings, respondents highlighted geo-
graphical proximity and improvements in transportation ser-
vices between the borders as the key driver in this decision. The 
survey also found that 9 percent of executives surveyed have 
already taken efforts to near-shore manufacturing operations, 
and another 33 percent plan to do so within the next three years. 

Additionally, just 19 percent of those surveyed have 
experienced supply-chain disruptions in Mexico due to 
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security issues. 
“While safety and security in Mexico 

are certainly issues to be taken very seri-
ously, our survey suggests that many 
companies believe these issues can be 
effectively dealt with,” says Foster Fin-
ley, managing director at AlixPartners and 
head of its logistics and distribution prac-
tice. “As companies think about near-
shoring production that was previously 
off-shored to respond to rising labor costs 
overseas and exchange-rate changes, 
Mexico is obviously high on their lists.”  

According to the survey, Mexico’s aver-
age ranking for attractiveness among those 
U.S. executives likely to near-shore was 
more than seven times that of Brazil’s and 
countries in Central America combined. 

The survey also polled executives on 
plans to off-shore current U.S. opera-
tions, and found that 37 percent of 
respondents have already completed or 
are in the process of off-shoring, while 
27 percent expect to off-shore U.S. 
operations within the next three years. 
Of those who have off-shored or plan to 
off-shore, Mexico also topped the list as 
the most attractive locale, beating out 
the much-touted BRIC countries (Bra-
zil, Russia, India and China).

“Despite security concerns in Mex-
ico, the country has a lot of appeal right 
now because of its proximity to North 
American demand and the continuing 
need of many companies to improve 
their working-capital positions,” says 

Chas Spence, a director in the Latin 
American manufacturing practice at 
AlixPartners. “That appeal could grow 
if fuel prices continue to rise globally.”  

In terms of the expected advantages 
to be gained from near-shoring, lower 
freight costs, improved speed-to-market 
times, and lower inventory costs were 
the top three reasons cited on aver-
age. Other reasons included “time-zone 
advantages” (easier management coor-
dination) and improved “cultural align-
ment” with North American managers.  

“In-transit inventory, in particu-
lar, was a high priority among those 
interviewed,” says Russ Dillion, a vice 
president in the Latin American man-
ufacturing practice at AlixPartners. 
“Obviously, shipping products in from 
long distances eats up a lot of inventory 
expense, and that’s something compa-
nies would like to improve if possible.”  

Right-shoRing = balance
Other analysts insist that hybrid 

strategies will be in place for the fore-
seeable future. Eric Peltz, associate 
director of the RAND Corp.’s national 
security division and director of its 
supply chain policy center, says that 
capital-intensive industries, like auto-
motive and farm machinery, may prefer 
to remain in the North American hemi-
sphere, while more agile industries in 
high-tech and pharmaceuticals can 
remain in distant lands.

“And then there’s the tactic of remain-
ing in China, for example, but moving 
from the coast to further inland to save 
on labor costs,” says Peltz. “It depends on 
what makes the most sense for the given 
organization. We don’t see this as a static 
trend, either. Multinationals are weighing 
the balance of sourcing so that it can be 
defined and defended as right-shoring.” 

RAND, which conducts research 
that addresses issues critical to the 
supply chains that drive the U.S. and 
international economies, places a spe-
cial emphasis on freight transportation 
policy and infrastructure. To get closer 
to the day-to-day issues, Peltz serves on 
the Board of Directors of the Council of 
Supply Chain Management Profession-
als (CSCMP) and co-chairs the CSCMP 
Research Strategies Committee.

Peltz and other RAND supply chain 
policy center analysts say that for sev-
eral decades, firms have optimized 
their networks of suppliers to minimize 
inventory and increase responsiveness 
to customers. These actions have been 
an economic boon and were predicated 
on inexpensive and efficient freight 
transportation. However, several factors 
are conspiring to erode these gains:

1) The growth in international trade is 
overwhelming intermodal freight capac-
ity in the U.S. and other countries.

2) Congestion at critical ports, bor-
der crossings, transfer points, and 
urban areas is slowing the flow of 
freight throughout North America and 
major gateway locations worldwide.

3) Safety and environmental con-
cerns including noise and air pollution 
make expansion of the freight transport 
system difficult.

4) Labor shortages and security con-
cerns compound capacity constraints.

While it certainly presents these and 
other evolving problems, the globalization 
of the world economy—leading to the 
rapid growth of international goods move-
ment—is essential to world economic 
health. RAND and others interviewed 
for this article maintain that there’s no 
easy solution to maintaining a free flow of 
goods and services worldwide. 

“Put quite simply,” adds Peltz, “it’s a 
work in progress.” M

Patrick Burnson is Executive Editor of  
Logistics Management
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near-shoring’s unforeseen consequences
For much of this young century, the ports 
of Los angeles and Long Beach have 
continued to benefit from a steady crush 
of inbound cargo emanating from off-
shore factories in china and elsewhere 
in asia. However, recent statistics sug-
gest those days may be numbered. 

Zepol corporation, a leading trade 
intelligence company, reports that U.s. 
import shipment volume for June, mea-
sured in twenty-foot equivalent units 
(teUs), decreased 4.57 percent from 
May and 7.38 percent from June of 2010. 
the total number of shipments also de-
creased 4.79 percent from May and more 
than 6 percent from June of 2010. Year to 
date, total teUs are up 4.80 percent this 
year over last year. 

tellingly, the overall June shortfall 

was largely caused by the nearly 6 per-
cent decrease in incoming shipments 
from asia. china played a large part in 
this, with a 5.82 percent decrease in ship-
ments. 

“as the nation’s primary gateway 
to the Pacific Rim, california derives 
ample economic benefits from the im-
port trade,” says Jock o’connell, Beacon 
economics’ international trade adviser.

“as much as we might like to reduce 
our dependence on imported goods, it’s 
worth emphasizing that moving imported 
goods to markets throughout the nation 
represents a vital source of jobs—many 
of them well-paying—in a state where 
unemployment rates remain perilously 
high,” says o’connell.  

 —Patrick Burnson, Executive Editor
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warehouse & DC ManageMent

workforce 
metamorphosis

BY MaiDa napolitano, contriButing editor 

L
abor cost is almost always the highest expense 
item in a distribution center’s (DC) budget. To 
control and manage this cost, visionary managers 
often rely on comprehensive labor management 
programs that promote and measure efficient 

methods for performing tasks. To achieve this goal, manag-
ers tie various software tools, such as labor management sys-
tems (LMS), together with strategies to monitor, report, and 
reward actual performance against established expectations.  

These programs certainly aren’t new, and their ability to increase 
productivity by providing continuous feedback on worker perfor-
mance is well documented. Don Cook, president of New Jersey-
based labor management consulting firm Cook & Associates, sums 
it up this way: “With a good labor management program, organiza-
tions can reduce costs and ensure that merchandise is processed 
correctly, all while improving processing timeliness.”  

According to Cook, users who are able to tie a program 
together with the appropriate measurement software typi-
cally report a 20 percent increase in productivity along with 
increases in work quality and reductions in service times. 
Cook adds that many organizations achieve payback on their 
investment within nine to 16 months.

Tom Kozenski, vice president of product strategy for  
RedPrairie—a provider of both warehouse management 
systems (WMS) and LMS—also points to a big modeling 
advantage, or the ability to test scenarios on the computer 
before trying it for real on the warehouse floor. “Our software 
can do ‘what-if ’ analyses of an operation on the computer 
and anticipate results, rather than going on the floor and try-
ing to do ‘what-ifs’ on the fly with 100 people.” 

For example, what if you consider going from picking with 
paper pick lists to picking with radio frequency (RF) termi-
nals, or from RF to voice-directed systems? You can model 

each alternative on your LMS and predict which one deliv-
ers the most productivity improvements before purchasing a 
single piece of equipment.

Other labor management solutions, such as those from 
Kronos, have also automated workforce-related processes 
such as hiring, time and attendance, and employee schedul-
ing. Malysa O’Connor, director of Kronos’ logistics practice 
group, says that by automating, you gain real time visibility 
into critical labor data for accurate cost accounting by cus-
tomer, by order, or by task.  

“When you have a comprehensive system that integrates 
workforce business processes, you’re poised for competi-
tive differentiation through the optimization of your labor 
resources,” says O’Connor.

Even more benefits are reported when the program incor-
porates a gain-sharing, incentive-paying component. “Good 
workers want what they do to be acknowledged,” says Matt 
Kulp, director of distribution and fulfillment projects for St. 
Onge Company, a supply chain consulting company.  “When 
incentive programs are done right, good workers are going to 
want to stay onboard.” 

If you’re contemplating such a program for your organiza-
tion, your timing couldn’t be better. The real-time interface 
of LMS with more robust WMS is giving these programs a 
new edge. In addition, better software, more widespread use 
of RF technology, and new warehouse mapping capabilities 
have reduced much of the manual effort involved in the work 
measurement component of the program, also increasing its 
accuracy.   

Over the next few pages, we’ll look at labor management 
programs and how they span well beyond the mere instal-
lation of software. We’ll also take a closer look at what’s 
involved during implementation and how a leading bridal 

successful labor management goes beyond the installation of software. 
here’s a look at the implementation process and how one major retailer 
uses its program as a tool for continuous process improvements—with 
multi-layered benefits.
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products retailer is using labor management as a tool for con-
tinuous process improvements.  

5 things to know 
Getting the most out of your workforce depends on a 

sound and effective labor management program. Here are 
five crucial points to keep in mind when implementing one.

First: Strategy must be defined. Why are you doing it? 
Do you want to do standards for yearly budgetary planning or 
implement an employee measurement or incentive pay sys-
tem where you’re rewarding people at the individual level? 
“These two extremes require different levels of software, dif-
ferent levels of sophistication, ongoing maintenance, and a 
lot of effort and cost to implement,” says St. Onge’s Kulp. 
“You need to understand what you’re trying to get out of it 
first so you can pick the right software and pick the proper 
approach.” 

Second: A labor management program is more than 
just the installation of software. “It’s a total cultural 
change,” explains Cook. “It requires thorough knowledge of 
your operations, accurate work measurement, and an effec-
tive structure of reporting that promotes feedback.” 

In fact, the actual software installation itself can take 
just 30 minutes, but many other steps must also be accom-
plished. Critical labor-intensive tasks in the DC must be 
identified and the length of time it takes to accomplish these 
tasks is recorded by the actual timing of employees as they 
perform each task, or by using a database of pre-determined 

time standards. Once standards are established and the sys-
tem is online, managers must be trained to coach poor per-
formers and resolve barriers to productivity.  

An incentive payment component often takes the program 
to the next level by rewarding good performers as part of a 
management plan to share the savings gained. “Incentive 
policies can be powerful tools because they put employees 
in control of their own destinies,” says Kronos’ O’Connor. 
“Management needs to clearly communicate expectations 
and put in place a consistent system that employees can trust 
is fair.”  

Third: Tough to manage without software. “You could 
get by for a while without software in a very small organiza-
tion, say 50 employees or less,” says Cook. “However, you 
may have to employ more managers than necessary to try to 
keep track of what’s going on. “In this day and age, as DCs 
and fulfillment centers become larger and more complex, 
you generally need the software because of the enormity of 
the data that you’ll be collecting and monitoring,” adds Cook.

Fourth: Expect cultural challenges. In cases of union 
involvement, it might be wise to get them involved from 
the very beginning, says Lisle Holgate, product marketing 
manager for RedPrairie’s workforce management platform. 
“Unions tend to support standardization when its members’ 
performance is based on a reasonable time to do the task in a 
safe and efficient manner.” Kozenski adds that some unions 
have engineers who will validate these standards as part of 
this process.  
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Fifth: Don’t install a program 
and proclaim you’re done. “You’re 
never done,” says Kozenski. “You’re 
always peeling the onion. You’re always 
looking for better ways to improve 
your operation.” The program must 
be flexible enough to quickly change 
as you change your methods and pro-
cedures. As a result, it’s imperative to 
keep maintenance costs in mind going 
forward. Depending on the number of 
employees and the number of facilities, 
one or an entire staff of engineers may 
be needed. 

With these key points in mind, let’s 
see how David’s Bridal, the biggest 
U.S. retailer of “everything-weddings,” 
implemented its labor management 
program.  

Measuring DaviD’s BriDaL
Planning a wedding? Look no fur-

ther than David’s Bridal, the country’s 
largest bridal retailer, offering the con-
venience of one-stop shopping for wed-
ding-related products and services from 
its 300 brick-and-mortar stores and its 
website.

However, Tony Coccerino, vice 
president of logistics and distribution, 
will be the first to tell you that this suc-
cess would not be possible without the 
retailer keeping a close eye on labor 
costs within their two DCs in eastern 
Pennsylvania—a 174,000-square-foot 
facility in Conshohocken that employs 
35 to 45 hourly associates and a newer, 
more automated 230,000-square-foot 
DC in Bristol that employs 75 to 85 
hourly associates.

Back in 2001, with only the Con-
shohocken DC up and running, 

Coccerino, says that his team was 
experiencing difficulties with man-
aging the growing pool of hourly 
associates. “There was no means of 
tracking what each associate was 
doing,” says Coccerino, “and we 
felt that we were bringing in more 
people and more temps without ever 
getting ahead.”

Quickly digesting the problem, man-
agement decided to implement labor 
standards to at least hold the associates 
accountable for what they do and how 
much they do. Along with some due 
diligence, and after narrowing the field 
to two potential LMS providers, the 
retailer decided on Cook & Associates’ 
Productivity Evaluation Program, also 
known as PEP.  

In May 2001, the PEP team started 
a multi-phased approach with David’s  
Bridal management group, bringing 
them up to speed on the steps to gener-
ate, use, and analyze reports that pro-
vide constructive feedback to associ-
ates. At the same time, they also started 
the month-long process of identifying 
and measuring different tasks through-
out the DC, using time studies and 
time logs that employees were trained 
to fill in for certain special projects.

Once the measures and standards 
were established, the team then had 
to make sure that PEP could interface 
seamlessly with the retailer’s WMS 
(Manhattan Associates) and Kronos’ 
Time and Attendance System. The 
WMS details all the work and critical 
data—such as the type of task per-
formed, the number of units picket, or 
the number of orders completed—are 
extracted and used as input into PEP. 

The Kronos system automatically pro-
vides PEP with the exact number of 
hours that the associate was paid to 
work for a given shift. 

The teams then rolled out the sys-
tem and introduced it to the hourly 
associates in September of 2001. A 
few more weeks of fine-tuning ensured 
that the standards would be correct and 
fair before managers started reviewing 
employees—identifying who was mak-
ing the grade and who was going to 
need some coaching. A year later, man-
agement decided to share productiv-
ity gains by implementing a cash-back 
incentive program that included every-
one from hourly associates to janitors to 
supervisors to managers.  

It’s been 10 years since the first 
installation, and according to Coccerino, 
the benefits have been significant. “Just 
by introducing standards we felt that we 
were going to get a decent productivity 
improvement of 7 percent. We wound 
up getting 10 percent to 12 percent,” 
says Coccerino. After adding the incen-
tive program, productivity increased 
another 12 percent. Through the pro-
gram, DC managers now know how 
long it takes to do a job, allowing them 
to confidently plan how much staff they 
need to complete future work.

Coccerino admits that the associates 
weren’t so sure at first about the changes, 
thinking they were being micro-man-
aged. “But they came onboard once they 
started seeing an extra $50 or $100 in 
their paychecks every other week—just 
by doing their job.”   M

Maida Napolitano is a Contributing  
Editor to Logistics Management        
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Quarterly Transportation MARKET UPDATE
A speciAl supplement to:

LTL Special Report

Shippers should be bracing for higher rates and 
tighter capacity as LTL carriers get smarter and more 
sophisticated during the recovery.

By John D. Schulz, Contributing Editor

The much-beleaguered less-than-truckload (LTL) sector, which 
has been the slowest part of the trucking industry to recover 
from the Great Recession, is showing signs of life. Because of 
that, LTL shippers should be bracing themselves for higher rates 
and tighter capacity as LTL operators are showing greater pricing 
discipline amid the toughest government oversight since truck-
ing was economically deregulated in 1980. (continued on page 72S)
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The $31 billion LTL industry enjoys 
the distinction of being the only niche 
in trucking with significant barriers to 
entry. After all, truckload (TL) carriers 
running from point to point don’t need 
the sophisticated hub-and-spoke termi-
nal networks that are the backbone of 
LTL operations. They only need a truck, 
a driver, and a customer.

LTL carriers operate differently. They 
have made significant investments on 
brick-and-mortar terminals and break-
bulk facilities—the heart of their hub-

and-spoke systems that are difficult to 
replicate. With this, there have been no 
significant entrants in the LTL sector in 
decades, allowing LTL carriers to charge 
higher rates than truckload. They’re be-
ginning to price their services in smarter 
and more sophisticated ways, analysts 
say, charging extra for such services 
as home delivery, appointments, and 
freight with special equipment needs.

LTL carriers are also enjoying greater 
price discipline and boldness than 
they’ve displayed in several years. Al-
ready, LTL giants UPS Freight and ABF 
Freight System have signaled this new 
pricing acumen by announcing mid-year 
general rate increases of 6.9 percent, and 
others are expected to follow.

“The health of the LTL sector is bet-
ter than it was a year ago,” says Satish 
Jindel, principal of Pittsburgh-based SJ 
Consulting, a firm that closely tracks 
pricing in the industry. “That’s because 
carriers are at the end of their rope in ac-
cepting sub-par operating margins.”

Because of pricing discipline and 
capacity restrictions, stock analysts are 
more bullish on LTL carriers than they 
have been in at least five years. David 
Ross, the respected trucking analyst for 

Stifel Nicolaus, has “buy” ratings out on 
a half-dozen LTL companies currently—
Vitran, Saia, Roadrunner, ABF Freight 
System (largest unit of Arkansas Best 
Corp.), Old Dominion Freight Line, 
and Con-way. He has a “sell” rating on 
just one carrier, financially troubled LTL 
giant YRC Worldwide, which despite 
$2.6 billion in losses the past five years, 
recently obtained a new $500 loan facil-
ity which should enable it to continue 
and perhaps invest in its operations.

“The question will be how disci-

plined the carriers can be in keeping a 
firm stance in rate negotiations and how 
disciplined they will be in adding capac-
ity,” Ross advised in a recent note to 
investors. “We believe that a firm stance 
in pricing should lead to discipline with 
capacity additions.”

So, as the LTL sector prepares to cap-
italize on its improving profit margins, 
what do LTL shippers need to know? 
In discussions with top LTL executives, 
Logistics Management has identified 
three regulatory and market drivers that 
will affect capacity and profitability over 
the next year:

1) Impacts from the Obama Ad-
ministration’s CSA (Compliance Safety 
Accountability) initiative.

2) The diminishing pool of qualified 
truck drivers.

3) The looming threat of changing 
hours-of-service (HOS) regulations, tak-

ing away one hour of driving per day—a 
move that nearly every LTL executive 
views as a potential disaster for fleets 
and customers.

Over the past several weeks we have 
collected input from some of the best 
minds in the LTL industry to determine 
how the best players in the sector are 
coping with this increasingly challeng-
ing regulatory environment. The bottom 
line: Consensus is that shippers must 
change their ways right along with the 
carriers—and here’s why.

CSA: The game changer
The new Compliance Safety Ac-

countability (CSA) initiative is, accord-
ing to carrier executives affected by it, 
the most serious, comprehensive truck 
safety program in the deregulated era. It 
has added a new level of complexity and 
thoroughness to truck safety evaluations, 
adding data from roadside inspections. 

For the first time, individual driver 
safety scores will be available as well. For 
that reason, some analysts have estimat-
ed as many as 5 percent of the nation’s  
3 million long-haul drivers—or 150,000 
drivers—might be ineligible once the 
program’s full enforcement takes effect 
in the next year or so.

It rates carriers on seven Behavior 
Analysis and Safety Improvement Cat-
egories (BASICs). Five rating scores are 
currently publicly available (the higher 
the score, the worse the rating) on the 
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Admin-
istration (FMCSA) website—unsafe 
driver, fatigued driving HOS, vehicle 
maintenance, driver fitness, and con-
trolled substances. Two others—cargo 
security and crash incident rate—are 
still being fine-tuned and are not avail-
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“The industry seems to be in lock step that we have to improve  
margins. We were successful in getting rate increases  
last year and that continues into 2011.”

 —Doug Stotlar, president and CEO of Con-way Freight

“But if you look at the industry as a whole, carriers are not 
producing the profit margin to recapitalize their equipment 
properly.”

—Chuck Hammel, president of Pitt Ohio
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able to the shipping public yet.
If CSA has any significant impact on 

LTL capacity and driver availability, as 
the analyst community believes it will, 
it will most certainly affect rates. The 
LTL sector shrank from $34 billion to 
$26 billion from 2007 to 2009 because 
of the recession. It is now forecast by 
SJ Consulting to rebound to $31 bil-
lion this year. But that’s still $3 billion 
below its peak period of 2007, capacity 
that shippers might need if boom times 
return. Or, as Doug Stotlar, president 
and CEO of Con-way Freight, put it 
recently: “That’s a company the size of 
Roadway coming out of our industry.”

Stotlar calls CSA “a big deal for our 
industry, a game changer.” That’s be-
cause, he says, it creates barriers to entry 
that haven’t been there before. CSA 
provides visibility into a carrier’s safety 
operations and this can benefit shippers 
in at least two ways: Safe carriers tend to 
be more efficient carriers. Also, because 
of legal liabilities now associated with 
using unsafe carriers under CSA, any 
shipper who knowingly uses an unsafe 
carrier that is involved in a fatality could 
be potentially liable in a jury award or 
court decision against that carrier.

Bob Petrancosta, vice president of 
safety for Con-way Freight, says that 
they haven’t seen a great impact to 
operations due to CSA because of its 
commitment to safety—but that doesn’t 
mean it hasn’t affected how shippers 
think of their carrier partners. “Every 
month that goes by, shippers become a 
little smarter about CSA,” says Petran-
costa. “The days when shippers didn’t 
know about a fleet’s safety record are 
starting to change. They need to do their 
homework now.” 

In order to do that, shippers need to 
know where to find data. Anybody can 
go to the FMCSA Web page (csa.fmcsa.
dot.gov); and, as long as shippers know 
their carrier’s DOT number, they can 
look up very specific data on any carrier. 

“What the shipping community has 
to know is where their liability lies,” says 

Petrancosta. “The motor carrier has the 
ultimate responsibility. It’s our score-
card, our performance, our trucks. But 
shippers using an unsafe carrier could be 
brought in as a third party in a wrong-
ful death lawsuit. If you use a shoddy 
carrier, you take a risk—more so today 
than ever.”

Petrancosta adds that large, safe carri-
ers realize that CSA can be a competitive 
advantage. “Safe companies always had 
an advantage, but what’s changed is that 
there’s now a scorecard that shows how 
they perform in their own peer group. 
It’s a tool that can be used very wisely by 
carriers; but it can also be used against 
you if you’re an unsafe performer.”

However, not all carrier executives 
are as buoyant over the implementation 
of CSA. “One unfortunate byproduct 

of CSA is that it has taken safety from 
a collaborative effort among all of us in 
trucking and turned into a competitive 
effort,” says Steve O’Kane, president of 
A. Duie Pyle, the nation’s 20th-largest 
LTL operator with $231 million in 
revenue last year. 

“Before CSA, it was to everyone’s 
advantage to have safer competition 
because that made the roads we all share 
safer,” says O’Kane. “But now we’re 
all competing with one another and 
making every effort to ensure our safety 
record is better than our competition’s.”

CSA replaces the old “SafeStat” 
formula that used to rate carriers in four 
categories. CSA has seven categories and 
the data is much more specific, car-
rier executives say. Pitt Ohio President 
Chuck Hammel, whose fleet scored 
well under SafeStat and is still doing 
well under CSA, says the work involved 
under CSA is “certainly manageable,” 
although fleets are having to spend more 
to stay safe.

Drivers: Shortage ahead
Because of CSA, tougher driver se-

curity measures, the industry’s inability 
to market itself to minorities, and the 
inherent difficult nature of truck driv-
ing, the industry has lagged behind in 
its ability to attract a suitable number 
of compliant drivers. That situation is 

forecast to worsen as the U.S. employ-
ment picture improves.

Economist Noel Perry, managing 
director and chief consultant with FTR 
Associates, is predicting that the indus-
try could face a shortfall of as many as 
400,000 drivers in the coming years. 
Whether it’s 400,000 or even half that 
figure, many top trucking executives are 
already feeling the pinch as they try to 
find drivers for their trucks.

“More and more, capacity is being 
measured not by power units, not by 
terminal doors, but by qualified, avail-
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“Before CSA, it was to everyone’s  
advantage to have safer competition 
because that made the roads we all share 
safer, but now we’re all competing with 
one another and making every effort to 
ensure our safety record is better than 
our competition’s.”

               —Steve O’Kane, president of A. Duie Pyle
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able drivers,” says Pyle’s O’Kane. “Even 
in the current employment market, the 
driver supply is extremely tight.”

Compromising hiring standards has 
“always been a fool’s game,” O’Kane 
says, and Duie Pyle has resisted that. 
The carrier recently opened the Pyle 
Driving Academy, which offers a free 
eight-week driving training course that 
includes classroom study along with 
behind-the-wheel, hands-on driving 
training in both terminal and over-the-
road environments. The carrier has also 
twice raised driver pay in the past year 
in order to retain and attract drivers.

Con-way also recently reopened its 
driver training school, as have many 
other top LTL carriers. Experts esti-
mate that it costs as much as $10,000 
to attract and train a new driver, but 
trucking executives say the investment 
is worth it and that expenditure results 
in a safe, accident-free driver capable of 
staying with the company for decades 
to come.

With drivers already hard to come 
by, any method to find and train drivers 
can immediately add to a fleet’s sustain-
ability, analysts and executives say. “You 
can’t find drivers,” analyst Jindel says 
flatly. “The ability to add capacity in the 
LTL industry has become harder.” That, 
in turn, is helping profitability, says 
Jindel. 

Because capacity no longer can 
be added in any great amounts, and 
because of the increasing cost of a 
new Class 8 truck (now costing about 
$130,000, prior to volume discounts), 
LTL carriers are more disciplined than 
ever in keeping capacity in line with 
demand.

Analyst Ross and others say the 
current capacity situation is in “equilib-
rium” with demand. That has not oc-
curred since about 2006, as the recession 
caused an overcapacity of as much as 25 
percent in the LTL sector. A large factor 
in keeping that supply/demand curve in 
check has, in fact, been the tough hiring 
environment for drivers.
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Top LTL executives say they’re prepared 
to keep up with the metamorphosis of the 
ever-changing marketplace.

Looking out 10 years or so, Pitt Ohio Vice 
President of Sales Geoff Muessig says LTL 
carriers will further become transportation 
solutions providers that are increasingly 
compensated for using their assets to pro-
vide unique-cost effective solutions.  

“Pick up and delivery time windows will 
collapse, the need for increased consistency 
of service will increase, and on-time pick 
up and delivery 
performance will be 
measured in terms 
of minutes instead 
of days,” Muessig 
predicts. “As supply 
chains become more 
closely managed 
and as shippers 
look to create ad-
ditional value for 
their customers, the 
variability of time will 
need to be further 
reduced. Shippers 
will no longer be 
able to use a carrier 
that is occasionally 
20 minutes late for 
a pick up, and a 
consignee will no 
longer tolerate a car-
rier that is consistently 15 minutes late for 
an appointment window.”

To meet those windows, executives say 
carriers will need to rely on improved com-
munication and information to accommo-
date these increasing shipper and consignee 
demands. Continuing improvements in 
cheaper and more reliable communication 
methodology could mean even more radical 
changes in freight planning and execution.

“I predict in the next 10 years the indus-
try will create a variety of non-traditional 
ways to distribute LTL freight,” says Phil 
Pierce, executive vice president of sales and 
marketing for Averitt Express. “Maybe it will 
be innovative equipment or non-traditional 
operational strategies. One thing’s for sure, 
it should be exciting.”

Supplying enough drivers to meet 
these non-traditional operational demands 
throughout the next decade will be a chal-
lenge, executives agreed. “The industry as a 
whole is being challenged to find and retain 

an ample supply of good drivers,” Pierce 
says. “On the LTL side, it’s sometimes 
a challenge to get drivers to stay in the 
industry, especially keeping experienced, 
older drivers with the daily rigors of an LTL 
environment. We’re always looking for new 
and different ways to grow and retain an 
experienced, professional team of drivers.”

In the Mid-Atlantic area, Muessig says 
Pitt Ohio continues to be constrained by the 
availability of drivers and available terminal 
facilities. So it’s addressing this labor 

constraint by changing 
its mix of vehicles to 
include smaller deliv-
ery trucks, which can 
be operated by drivers 
who do not have a 
Class A Commercial 
Driver’s License. The 
use of smaller CDL 
trucks, says Muessig, 
will enable Pitt Ohio 
to lower its operating 
expenses while also 
increasing its pool of 
driver candidates. 

“I’m not sure LTL 
carriers will carry that 
title 10 years from now,” 
new YRC Worldwide 
President James Welch 
says. “The LTL carriers 
of today will continue 

to evolve and look different as time marches 
on. Again, the global economy will dictate 
how today’s carriers will look 10 years from 
now. One thing that won’t change is the need 
to provide solutions to customers—in this 
country and globally.”

Steve O’Kane, president of A. Duie Pyle, 
predicts in 10 years the LTL industry have 
two types of players. There will be large, 
multi-national, full service logistic providers 
(FedEx and UPS) and there will be smaller, 
nimble, responsive niche providers that 
offer customized solutions for unusual 
customer requirements. 

“We’re well-positioned to fall in the sec-
ond grouping,” O’Kane says. “We will rely 
on our ability to combine LTL services of the 
highest level, with our TL and warehousing 
capabilities, as well as the resources and 
flexibility to alter our fleet, to handle any 
problem in the Northeast.”

 —by John D. Schulz, Contributing Editor

LTL’s crystal ball: What does the future hold?
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HOS: Changes?
Nothing gets truckers fired up faster 

than mentioning the possibility of an-
other change to their fleets’ legal hours 
of service. They’ve been coping with 
this issue for more than a decade, and 
it’s still not resolved. Now the federal 
government is studying whether to 
reduce by one hour (from 11 hours to 
10 hours) the legal daily driving limit 
for truck drivers. A decision is expected 
by the end of the year.

Any change in HOS would be costly 
for shippers and play havoc with the 

nation’s supply chains. It would also 
immediately result in about a 9 percent 
loss in truck productivity, exacerbating 
the driver shortage and probably further 
increasing rates.

The trucking industry is hardly ever 
in full agreement on anything. But every 
carrier executive contacted for this story 
was unanimous in their opposition to any 
change in HOS, warning of higher costs 
for shippers if any change would occur.

How much more? How about $2.2 
billion more? That’s the figure UPS 
Freight president Jack Holmes recently 
used in a speech warning the govern-
ment not to tinker with HOS. “I am a 
firm believer in not fixing something if 
it ain’t broke,” said Holmes. If that elev-
enth hour of drive time is lost, Holmes 
says that those longer next-day lanes 
shippers now count on to get just-in-
time products to market “are going to 
disappear.”

The most recent government truck 
safety statistics do not support change 

in current HOS rules. The most recent 
data shows a 20 percent decline in an-
nual truck-related fatalities, the lowest 
level since DOT began collecting those 
statistics. Truck-related deaths have 
declined by one-third since the current 
HOS regulations became effective in 
2004.

Already, Duie Pyle and other car-
riers have tweaked their networks just 
in case HOS changes are coming. Pyle 
has identified all of its line-haul runs 
that currently utilize the eleventh hour 
of driving time and are re-engineering 

those runs to be in compliance with 
any HOS change. It plans to put this 
new line-haul network in effect in late 
summer.

“It will modestly increase our need 
for additional drivers, which currently 
is the biggest market pressure we face,” 
Pyle’s O’Kane says.

Higher rates ahead
Restraints on capacity, tougher driver 

standards, higher driver pay, recruiting 
costs, and possible government-imposed 
reductions in capacity all mean one 
thing for shippers—higher rates.

“That’s because LTL carriers are at 
the end of their rope on accepting sub-
par operating margins,” analyst Jindel 
says. “You can only bear the pain of 
operating at break even or negative for 
so long. Their lenders and employees 
are starting to show the strain of two or 
three years of that pain. They’re saying, 
‘I can’t take it any more. Where are the 
profits?’”

Because of that, Jindel says LTL 
carriers need to be more disciplined and 
“not leave money on the table” when 
it comes to getting higher freight rates, 
and charging premiums for add-on ser-
vices that parcel giants FedEx and UPS 
routinely get in their operations.

“When you’re hauling a 1,000-pound 
shipment that actually weighs 1,050 
pounds, you need to charge for that 
extra 50 pounds,” Jindel says, who adds 
that LTL carriers are getting smarter. 
“Every carrier is starting to do that,” he 
says. “This isn’t collusion. This is being 
disciplined.”

Jindel is predicting that as long as the 
nation’s Gross Domestic Product rises in 
the 3 percent range the rest of this year, 
LTL pricing will stay “firm.” He is pre-
dicting the half-dozen or so large pub-
licly held LTL carriers will collectively 
report operating ratios for the third and 
fourth quarters close to 95 or 96—some 
3 percent to 4 percent margin improve-
ment over the same quarters last year.

“The economy is better this year 
than 2010, so we’re able to get mod-
est rate increases from most shippers,” 
Pitt Ohio’s Hammel adds. “But if you 
look at the industry as a whole, carriers 
are not producing the profit margin to 
recapitalize their equipment properly. 
Typically a carrier needs to operate at 
96 (operating ration) to recapitalize 
properly. As I look at the results on the 
LTL carriers as a whole, most are at 
that level or higher.”

Con-way’s Stotlar says the LTL in-
dustry is committed to getting margins 
back to where carriers can recapitalize 
their fleets. “The industry seems to be 
in lock step that we have to improve 
margins,” he says. “We were successful 
in getting rate increases last year and 
that continues into 2011.”

And, given the overall regulatory 
pressures facing LTL carriers, perhaps 
well beyond 2011 as well.  M

 —John D. Schulz is a Contributing  
Editor to Logistics Management

LTL Special Report A speciAl supplement to logistics mAnAgement

“The days when shippers didn’t know about a fleet’s safety record 
are starting to change. They need to do their homework now.” 

 —Bob Petrancosta, vice president of safety for Con-way Freight.
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By John A. Gentle, DLP

John A. Gentle is president of John A. Gentle & Associates, LLC, 
a logistics consulting firm specializing in contract/relationship man-
agement and regulatory compliance for shippers, carriers, brokers, 
and distribution centers. A recipient of several industry awards, he 
has more than 35 years of experience in transportation and logis-
tics management. He can be reached at jag@RelaTranShips.com. 

Avoid becoming a “no name”

recently i was visiting with some friends, Tom and 
Michelle, who own a farm in New England. Tom was show-
ing me around the farm—baby chicks, turkeys, and piglets. 
The family is raising all of these animals for consumption. 

When I got to the goats I noticed that they had dif-
ferent colored dog collars and asked if the goats had 
names. Tom said the grandkids had names for them, 
but he believed that there was “no reason to name 
something that wasn’t going to be around long enough.”

Tom’s statement reflects the reality of life and busi-
ness, particularly in the shipper/carrier rela-
tionship. There is little benefit for a carrier to 
invest time and emotion in a logistics team that 
uses them sporadically or is constantly chal-
lenged by the complexity, unfairness, and inef-
ficiencies built within a shipper’s, receiver’s, or 
3PL’s transportation program. 

So, how do you avoid becoming a “no-name,” dispens-
able entity? The answer is quite simple, and it begins with 
understanding that the marketplace has changed and 
will continue to change. Carriers have survived the worst 
phase of this recession; and while not completely out of 
the woods, the market balance has shifted enough to give 
them price and choice. Accordingly, there are things that 
you should avoid, and conversely, there are now opportuni-
ties for you to become attractive.

It’s very important to recognize that their compa-
nies, like yours, have fewer resources than they did 18 
months ago, and that they’re not adding sales person-
nel. In fact, one major carrier told me that they would 
look “unfavorably at customers who bid and required a 
lot of face time and hand holding.”

Accordingly, logistics teams that don’t want to 
become “forgettable” should avoid: 

• Stringing carriers along and offering them long-
term or indefinite projects with only a marginal chance 
of being profitable—or offering no real chance of sus-
tainable profitability and growth.

• Offering projects that don’t provide carriers with 
immediate financial rewards or business that has 
safety deficiencies.

• Forcing poor payment terms and/or activities that 
have a negative impact on cash flow, increase risk of 
collection, or place the carrier’s credibility at risk.

• Requiring carriers to operate in inefficient and 
ineffective processes environments—either yours or 
your customer’s.

• Projects that consume high levels of human or 
mechanical assets with marginal rewards.

• Bids—particularly those that treat the carrier like 
a dispensable number.

Conversely, you will find carriers anxious to work with 
companies that genuinely care about them and take busi-
ness that provides real, tangible, short-term and clear 
long-term opportunities. Most importantly, carriers will 
only be willing to make an investment with those who 
have made a demonstrable investment in them. Here are 
some of the traits of progressive shippers, receivers, and 
3PLs that good carriers will be looking for: 

• Identifiable “guiding principles” that match those 
of the carrier, including the attractiveness of your 
company’s culture, its defined value proposition, and 
direction and fitness for use.

• A “wow” factor demonstrated by strong trans-
portation industry knowledge and management; good 
team dynamics/chemistry; mutual respect for each 
other; unwavering commitment for process and qual-
ity; and focus on productivity. 

• Desire for long-term growth relationship—five or 
more years.

• Real transportation management talent using a 
comfortable, interpersonal communication style.

• A judicious use, if any, of the bid process, and 
a strong commitment to using the capacity that they 
commmit to use.

Logistics leaders need to create and demonstrate 
respect for their carriers and create positive brand 
identity and name recognition for their transportation 
programs within the carrier industry. Don’t be caught 
by surprise by being considered a “no name.” Remem-
ber, it’s a dead end for those farm animals. M

Carriers have survived the worst phase of this 
recession; and while not completely out of 
the woods, the market balance has shifted 
enough to give them price and choice. 
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